
United States Department of the Interior 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Washington, DC 20240 

JAN - 6 2006 

Honorable Charles D. Enyart 

Chief, Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma 
P.O. Box 350 
Seneca, Missouri 64865 

Dear Chief Enyart: 

On November 15, 2004, we received the Tribal-State Gaming Compact between the Eastern 
Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma (Tribe) and the State of Oklahoma (State), executed by the Tribe on 

November 8, 2004 (Compact). 

Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(8)(C), the Secretary of 
the Interior (Secretary) may approve or disapprove the Compact within forty-five days of its 
submission. If the Secretary does not approve or disapprove the Compact within forty-five days, 
the IGRA states that the Compact is considered to have been approved by the Secretary, "but 
only to the extent the compact is consistent with the provisions of (IGRA]." The IGRA requires 
the Department of the Interior (Department) to determine whether the Compact violates the 
IGRA, any other provision of Federal law that does not relate to jurisdiction over gan1ing on 
Indian lands, or the trust obligations of the United States to Indians. 

We have completed our review of the Compact, along with the submission of additional 
documentation submitted by the parties. As part of the Depaiiment' s review of the Compact, we 
sent a letter to the pa1iies seeking clarification of vai·ious provisions of the Compact. The 
responses of the State and the Tribe have resolved most issues, but do not include an economic 
analysis of the value of the State's concessions in exchange for revenue-sharing payments, which 
was requested. Therefore, pursuant to Section 11 of the IGRA, the Compact will take effect 
without Secretarial action, as explained below. 

Revenue Sharing 

The Compact is authorized by recent legislation enacted by the State of Oklahoma. Prior to this 
legislation, Indian tribes in the State of Oklahoma could only operate Class II gan1ing machines 
and engage in pari-mutuel wagering. The legislation authorizes Indian tribes to engage in certain 
Class III gaining activities, provides for certain geographic exclusivity, limits the number of 
gaming machines at existing racetracks 

1
, and prohibits non-tribal operation of certain machines 

1 The State-Tribal Gaming Act authorizes no more than three (3) existing horse racetracks to operate no more than 
750 machines. 



and covere� games. 2 As consideration for these concessions made by the State in enacting this 
law, the Tnbe ��ees to pa� ann�ally to the State four (4)% of the first $10 million, five (5)% of 
the next $10 mtlho�, and SIX (�)1/o of any subsequent amount of adjusted gross revenues received _by the Tnbe from Its electromc amusement games, electronic bonanza-style bingo games and 
electronic instant bingo g ames, as well as a monthly ten (10)% payment of net win fro� the 
"common pool(s) or pot(s) " of the non-house-banked card games. 

T?e Department has approved mo�e than 200 Tribal-State compacts. Any compact providing for 
tn�a� payments other than for direct expenses to defray the costs of regulating the gaming
actlv1t1es under the compact has been carefully scrutinized. This is because the IGRA does not 
authorize sta!es to impose a tax, fee, charge, or other assessment on Indian tribes to engage in 
class III gammg. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(4). This section provides that "nothing in this section 
�hall be interpreted as conferring upon a state or any of its political subdivisions authority to.  
Impose any tax, fee, charge or other assessment upon an Indian tribe ... to engage in a class III 
gaming activity." 

To enforce this statutory prohibition, the Department must determine whether a revenue-sharing
provision is permissible under the IGRA. Thus, we have examined whether, in exchange for the 
payment, a state offers s ignificant or meaningful concessions over which it is not required to 
negotiate in good faith, resulting in substantial and quantifiable economic benefits to the Indian 
tribe. In addition, the payment to a state must be appropriate in light of the value of the 
economic benefits conferred on the tribe. 

Under the first prong of our analysis -- significant or meaningful concessions -· we believe that 
the State has made such concessions. The State has authorized class III gaming for Indian tribes, 
provided for a zone of exclusivity, and limited non-tribal gaming. We also note that Part 11 also 
provides for a payment from the State to eligible tribes in the amount of fifty (50)% of any 
increase in a non-tribal entity's adjusted gross revenues following the addition of machines in 
excess of the statutory limit on a non-tribal operation. Both the Tribe and State agree that the 
Compact provides for the cessation of revenue-sharing payments to the State should the 
exclusive rights of compacting tribes to operate covered games be diminished. 

Under the second prong of our analysis -- substantial and quantifiable economic benefits -- the 
Tribe has not provided the economic analysis that we requested, and thus, we are unable to 
determine whether the· State's concessions will, in fact, result in substantial and quantifiable 
economic benefits to the Tribe. Nevertheless, we have elected not to disapprove the compact, 
but let it go into effect by operation of law because many Oklahoma Indian tribes, including this 
Tribe, have argued that although economic benefits resulting from the compact may not be 
significant, failure to enter into the compact could place tribes at a significant competitive 
disadvantage vis-a-vis those tribes that will be authorized to offer class III games under their new 
compacts. 

2 The term "covered game" is defined in Part 3(5) of the Compact to include an electronic bonanza-style bingo 
game, an electronic amusement game, an electronic instant bingo game, non-house-banked card games, and any 
other game under certain conditions. 
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Scope of Gaming 

It is our view that class III gaming compacts can only regulate class III games, and cannot 
regulat� �lass II games un�er the IGRA. We have asked the National Indian Gaming.Con11mss1on (NIGC) for its views on whether the games described in Part 3(5) of the Compact 
are all class III games. The NIGC's Office of General Counsel has informed us that in their 
�iew, th� electronic bonanza-style bingo game, the electronic amusement game, the eiectronic 
mstant bmgo game, and the non-house banked card games referenced in Part 3(5) are all class III 
games. However, the Compact contemplates the inclusion of class II games in the last clause of 
Part 3(5) which au:horizes "upon election by the Tribe by written supplement to this Compact, 
any Class II game m use by the Tribe, provided that no exclusivity payments shall be required 
for the operation of such class II game." To avoid this problem, the Tribe has agreed to strike 
this provision from the Compact it submitted to the Department for approval. Since this 
provision is only triggered at the option of the Tribe, we believe that the Tribe can elect to forego 
its exercise by striking it from its submitted compact, thus avoiding the issue. 

Part 3(5) provides that the definition of "covered game" includes "any other game, if the 
operation of such game by a tribe would require a compact and if such game has been: (i) 
approved by the Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission for use by an organizational licensee, (ii) 
approved by state legislation for use by any person or entity, or (iii) approved by amendment of 
the State-Tribal Gaming Act. Although the Compact does not indicate whether the addition any 
other class III games under this provision would require review and approval of the Secretary of 
the Interior under the IGRA, it is our position that such Secretarial approval is required because 
the inclusion of additional class III games is a substantial modification of the terms of the 
Compact. It is our view that a substantive modification is one that potentially implicates any of 
the three statutory reasons available to the Secretary to disapprove a compact in the first instance, 
i.e., whether the provision violates the IGRA, any other applicable provision of federal law, or 
the trust obligation of the United States to Indians. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(8)(B). 

Compact Termination 

Part 15D of the Compact provides, inter alia, for termination by the State in the event of a 
material breach by the Tribe of the terms of a tobacco compact. 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3), 
however, restricts the proper topics for compact negotiations to those that bear a direct 
relationship to the operation of gaming activities. Moreover, the legislative history of the IGRA 
makes clear that Congress intended to prevent compacts from being used as subterfuge for 
imposing state jurisdiction on tribes concerning issues unrelated to gaming. See S.REP.NO. 100-
446, at 14 (1988). Part 15D provides, however, that the State agrees that this subsection is 
severable from the compact and will be automatically severable in the event the Department 
determines that these provisions exceed the State's authority under the IGRA. We believe that 
Part 15D is an inappropriate term for inclusion within this Compact, and we have severed it from 
other compacts that we have affirmatively approved. We c�ot affirmatively sever it from this 
Compact because this Compact took effect without Secretarial action. We maintain, however, 
that this provision is inconsistent with the IGRA. 
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Since we did not approve or disapprove the Compact within 45 days, the Compact is considered 
to have been approved, but only to the extent the compact is consistent with the provisions of 
[IGRA]. The Compact takes effect when notice is published in the Federal Register pursuant to 
Section l l(d)(3)(B) of the IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3)(B). 

Sincerely, 

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary -
Policy and Economic Development 

Identical Letter Addressed to: Honorable Brad Henry 
Governor, State of Oklahoma 
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Between the [Name of Tribe] 

and the STATE OF OKLAHOMJI. 

This Compact is �ade and entered into by and between the [Name
cf Tribe], a federally recognized Indian tribe ("tribe"), and the 
State of Oklahoma ("state"), with respect to the operation of 
covered games (as defined herein) on �he tribe's I�dian lands as 
defined by the Indian Gamir.g Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C., Section 
2703(4). 

Part 1. TITLE 

This document shall be referred to as the "[Name of Tribe) and 
State of Oklahoma Gaming Compact". 

Part 2. RECITALS 

l. The tribe is a federally recognized tribal government
possessing sovereign powers and rights of self-government. 

 2.The State of Oklahoma is a state of the United States of
A.merica possessing the sovereign powers and rights of a state.

3.The state and the tribe maintain a government-to-government
relationship, and this Compact will help to foster mutual respect 
and understanding among Indians and non-Indians. 

4. The United States Supreme Court has long recognized the
right of an Indian tribe to regulate activity on lands within its 
jurisdiction. 

5. The tribe desires to offer the play of covered games, as defined in 
paragraphs 5, 10, 11 and 12 of Part 3 of this Compact, as a means of generating 
revenues for purposes authorized by t�e Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 
u.s.c., Section 2701, et seq., including without limitation the support of 
tribal governmental programs, such as health care, housing, sewer and water 
projects, police, corrections, fire, judicial services, highway and bridge
construction, general assistance for tribal elders, day care for the 
children, economic development, educational opportunities and other 
typical and valuable governmental services and programs for tribal 
members. 

6.  The state recognizes that the positive effects of this
Compact will extend beyond the tribe's lands to the tribe's 
neighbors and surrounding communities and will generally benefit all of 
Oklahoma. These positive effects and benefits may include not only those 
described in paragraph 5 of this Part, but also may include increased 
tourism and related economic development activities. 

7. The tribe and the state jointly wish to protect their citizens from 
any cri�inal involvement in the gaming operations regulated under this 
Compact. 

Part 3. DEFINITIONS 
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As used in this Compact:

1. "Adjusted gross revenues" m�ans the total receipts received
from the play of all covered games minus all prize payouts; 

 2.  "Annual oversight assessment" means the assessment describedin subsection B of Part 11 of this Compact; 

 3.  "Central computer" means a computer to which player
terminals are linked to allow competition in electronic bonanza
style bingo games; 

 4.  "Compact" means this Tribal Gaming Compact between the stateand the tribe, entered into pursuant to Sections 21 and 22 of the 
State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

 5.  "Covered game" means the following games conducted in
accordance with the standards, as applicable, set forth in Sections 11 
through 18 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act: an electronic bonanza-style 
bingo game, an electronic amusement game, an electronic instant bingo game, 
nonhouse-banked card games; any other game, if the operation of such game by 
a tribe would require a compact and if such game has been: (i) approved by the 
Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission for use by an organizational licensee, (ii) 
approved by state legislation for use by any person or entity, or (iii) 
approved by amendment of the State-Tribal Gaming Act; ·ana ape' eieet:ieR 
by tbe tribe .by wri.taeeft sttppl:e..aenb te this eompaet, �

·-Qlaea iI �ame in use b1r t:.he tribe, pr01d.elea l:iee no meelttei.nit;ca.f' A 
pa;rmeRee shall be reqtlire� for tbe oper;&a.QR efi-su.ch Glass II game•�e

p' 

6. "Covered game employee" means any individual employed by the
enterprise or a third party providing management services to the 
enterprise, whose responsibilities include the rendering of services 
with respect to the operation, maint&nance or management of �overed 
games. The term �covered game employee• includes, but is not 
limited to, the following: managers and assistant managers;
accounting personnel; surveillance and security personnel; cashiers, 
supervisors, and floor personnel; cage personnel; and any other 
person whose employment duties require or authorize access to areas 
of the facility related to the conduct�of covered games or the 
maintenance or storage of covered game components. This shall not 
include upper level tribal employees or tribe's elected officials so 
long as such individuals are not directly involved in the operation, 
maintenance, or management of covered game components. The 
enterprise may, at its discretion, include other persons employed at 
or in connection with the enterprise within the definition of 
covered game employee; 

7.  "Documents" means books, records, electronic, magnetic and 
computer media documents and other writings and materials, copies
thereof, and information contained therein; 

8. "Effective date" means the date on which the last of the
conditions set forth in subsection A of Part 15 of this Compact have 
been met; 

Gt ORtA DURBIN 
Not6',y Pooh<. Notery Seat 

I S"(AfE. Of Ok.LAHOMA 

_Jb ��WJ�,rs. Nov. 13. 20(\'" 
I 
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9. ":electronic accolL.,tir:g system" means an electronic sys::em 
that provides a secure means to receive, score and access data and 
record critical functions and activities, as sec forth in 
theaStace�ribal Gaming Act; 

10. •Electronic amusement game" means a game that is played in an 
electronic environment in which a player's performance and 
opportunity for success can be improved by skill that cor:forms to 
the standards set forth in the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act; 

11. "Electronic bonanza-style bingo game" means a game played in 
an electronic environment in which some or all of the numbers or 
symbols are drawn or electronically determined before the electronic 
bingo cards for that game are sold that conforms to the standards set 
Eorth in the State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

12. "Electronic instant bingo game" means a game played in an 
electronic environment in which a player wins if his or her electronic 
instant bingo card contains a combination of numbers or symbols that 
was designated in advance of the game as a winning 
corr�ination. There may be multiple winning combinations in each game 
and multiple winning cards that conform to the standards set  fortt in 
the State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

13. "Enterprise" means the tribe or the tribal agency or section 
of tribal management with direct responsibility for the conduct of 
covered games, the tribal business enterprise that conduces covered 
games,a or a person, corporation or other entity that has entered into a 
management contract with the tribe to conduct covered games, in 
accordance with IGRA. The names, addresses and identifying information 
of any covered game employees shall be forwarded to the SCA at least 
annually. Inaany event, the tribe shall have the ultimate 
responsibility for ensuring that the tribe or enterprise fulfills the 
responsibilities under this Compact. For purposes of enforcement, the 
tribe is deemed t9 have made all promises for the enterprise; 

14. "Facility" means any building of the tribe in which the 
covered games authorized by chis Compact are conducted by the 
enterprise, located on Indian lands as defined by IGRA. The tribe 
shall have the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that a facility 
conforms to the Compact as required herein; 

15. "Game play credits" means a method of representing value 
obtained from the exchange of cash or cash equivalents, or earned as a 
prize, in connection with electronic gaming. Game play credits 
may be redeemed for cash or a cash equivalent; 

16. "Player terminals" means electronic or electromechanical 
terminals housed in cabinets with input devices and video screens or 
electromechanical displays on which players play electronic bonanza
style bi�go games, electronic instant bingo games or electronic 
amusement games; 

17.a "Independent testing laboratory" means a laboratory of 
national reputation that is demonstrably competent and qualified to 
sc�entifically test and evaluate devices for compliance with this 
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Compact and to otherwise perfor� the fur.ctions assigned to it ::.r. 
th::.s Compact. An independer.t testing laboratory shall not be owned 
or controlled by the tribe, the enterprise, an o=ganizatio;ial 
licensee as defined in the State-Tribal Gaming Ace, che scace, or 
any manufact�rer, supplier or operator of gaming devices. The 
selection of an independent testing laboratory for any purpose unde= 
this Compac:: shall be made :rom a list of one or more laboratories 
mutually agreed upon by the parties; provided that the parties 
hereby ag=ee that any laboratory upo;i which che National Indian 
Gaming Commissio;i has relied for such test::.ng may be utilized :or 
testing required by this Compact; 

18.  "IGRA" means the Indian Gamir.g Regulato::y Ac::, Pub. L. 100- 
497, Oct. 17, 1988, 102 Stat. 2467, codified at 25 u.s.c., Section 
2701 et seq. and 18 U.S.C., Sections 1166 to 1168; 

19.  "Nonhouse-banked ca=d games" means any card game ::.n which 
the tribe has no interest in the outcome of the game, including 
games played in tournament formats and games in which the tribe 
collects a fee from the player :or participating, and all bets are 
placed in a common pool or pot :rom which all player winnings, 
prizes and direct cos:s are paid. As provided herein, 
administrative fees may be charged by the tribe against any common 
pool in an amount equal to any fee paid the state; provided that the 
tribe may seed the pool as it determi;ies necessary from :ime to 
time; 

20.  "Patron" means any person who is on the premises of a gaming 
facility, for the purpose of playing covered games authorized by this 
Compact; 

21.  "Principal" means, with respect to any entity, its sole 
proprietor or any par::ner, trustee, beneficiary or shareholder 
holding five percent (5%) or more of its beneficial or controllir.g 
ownership, either directly or indir�tly, or any officer, di.rector, 
principal management employee, or key employee thereof; 

22.  "Rules and regulations" means the rules and regulations 
promulgated by the Tribal Compliance Agency for implementation of 
th:.s Compact; 

23. "Standards" means the descriptions and specifications of 
electronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-style bingo games and 
electron::.c instant bingo games or components thereof as set forth in 
Sections 11 through 18 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act as enacted in 
2004 or as amended pursuant to paragraph 27 of this Part or 
subsection D of Pare 13 of this Compacc, including technical 
specifications for component parts, requirements for cashless 
transaction systems, software tools for security and audi:: purposes, 
and procedures for operation of such games; 

24. "Stace" means t.he State of Oklahoma;

25.  "State Compliance Agency" ("SCA") means the state agency
that has the authority to carry out the scate's oversight
responsibilities under this Compact, which shall be the Office of 
State Finance or its successor agency. Nothing herein shal� 
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supplant the =ole or  duties of the Oklahoma State Bureau  of 
:nvestigation under st:ate law. The Ok:.ahoma  :1orse Racing Commission 
and the Oklahcma Tax Commission shall have no role in  regulating or 
oversight of any gaming conducted by  a tribe; 

26. "Tribal Compliance Agency" ( "TCA") means the tribal 
government:al agency that has  the authority to carry out the tribe's 
regulatory  and oversight responsibilities under this Compact. Unless 
and until otherwise designated by the tribe,  the TCA shall be the 
[Name of Tribe] Gaming Commission. No covered game employee �ay be a  
member or employee of the TCA.  The tribe shall  have the ultimate 
responsibility for ensuring that the TCA fulfills  its responsibilities 
under this Comoact. The members of the TCA shall be subjec� to  
background investigations and licensed to the extent requir ed by any 
tribal or  fe dera l law, a nd in accorda nce with subsection B of Part 7 
of this Compact. The tribe shall ensure chat all TCA officers  and 
agents are  qualified for such position  and receive ongoing training to 
obtain and maintain  skill s that are sufficient to carry out their 
responsibilities in  accordance with industry standards; 

27. "State-Tribal Gaming Act" means the legislation in which
this Model Tribal Gaming Compact is set forth and, at the tribe's 
option, amendments or successor statutes  thereto; 

  
28. "Tribal law enforcement agency" means a police or security 

force established  and �aintained by the tribe pursuant to thee 
tribe's powers of self-government to carry out law enforcement  duties 
at or in connection with a facility; and  

 

29. "Tribe" mear.s the [Name of Nation] .

Part 4. AUTHORIZATION OF COVERED GAMES 

A. The tribe and state agree tl::lat the tribe is authori�ed to
operate covered games only in accordance with this Compact.
However, nothing in this Compact shall limit the tribe's right to 
operate any game that is Class II under IGRA and no Class II games 
sha�l be subject to the exclusivity payments set forth in Part 11 of 
this Compact. In the case of electronic bonanza-style bingo games, 
there have been disagreements between trlbes and federal regulators 
as to whether or not such games are Class II. Without conceding that 
such games are Class III, the tribe has agreed to compact with the 
state to operate the specific type of electronic bonanza-style bingo 
game desc=ibed in this Compact to remove any legal uncertainty as to 
the tribe's right to lawfully operate the game. Should the 
electronic bonanza-style bingo game or the electronic instant bingo 
game described in this act be determined to be Class II by the NIGC 
or a federal court, then the tribe shall have the option to operate 
sue� games outside of this Compact; provided, any obligations 
pursuant to subsection F of Part 11 of this Compact shall not be 
affected thereby. 

B. A tribe shall not operate an electronic bonanza-style bingo 
game, an electronic instant bingo game or an electronic amusement 
game purs�ant to this Compact until such game has been certified by 
an independent testing laboratory and the TCA as meeting the 
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standards sec out in the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act =or electronic 
bonanza-style bingo games, electronic instant bingo games or 
elec:rcnic amusement games, as applicable or any standards contained 
in the Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission rules issued pursuant co 
subsection B of Section 9 the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act that modify the 
standards for such games that may be conducted by organizational 
:icensees. Provided, the :ribe may rely on any certification of an 
electronic bonanza-style bingo game, an electronic instant bingo, o= 
electronic amusement games by the Oklahoma Ho=se Racing Commission 
which was obtained by an organization licensee pursuant to the 
State-Tribal Gaming Ace to establish ce=tificacion compliar.ce under 
this Compact. The tribe may also rely on any certification of an 
electronic bonanza-style bingo game, electronic instant bingo or an 
electronic amusement game by the TCA obtained by another tribe which 
has entered into the model compact to establish certification 
compliance under this Compact. 

Part 5. RULES AND REG;JLATIONS; MINIMUM RSQUIREMENTS ?OR 
OPERATIONS 

A. Regulations. At all times during the Term of this Compact, che 
tribe shall be responsible for all duties which are assigr.ed cc it, 
the enterprise, the facility, and the TCA under this Compact. The 
tribe shall promulgate any rules and regulations necessary to 
implement this Compact, which at a minimum shall expressly include or 
incorporate by reference all provisions of Part 5 and the procedural 
requirements of ?art 6 of this Compact. Nothing in this Compact shall 
be construed :o affect the tribe's right to amend its rules and 
regulations, provided that any such amendment shall be in conformity 
with :his Compact. The SCA may propose additional rules and 
regulations related to implementation of t�is Compact co the TCA at 
any time, and the TCA shall give good faith consideration co such 
suggestions and shall notify the SCA of its response or action with 
respect thereto. 

B. Compliance; Internal Control Standards. All enterprises and 
facilities shall comply with, and all covered games approved under 
:he procedures set forth ir. chis Compact shall be operated in 
accordance with :he requirements set forth i� this Co�pact, including, 
but not limited co, :hose set forth in subsections C and D of this 
Part. In addition, all enterprises and facilities shall comply with 
tribal internal control standards that provide a level of control that 
equals or exceeds those set forth in the National Indian Gaming 
Commission's Minimum Internal Control Standards (25
C.F.R., Pare 542).a

c. Records. In additior. to other records required to be
maintained herein, the enterprise or tribe shall maintain the 
following records related to implementation of this Compact in 
permanent form and as written or entered, whether manually or by 
computer, and which shall be maintained by the enterprise and made 
available for inspection by che SCA for no less than =hree (3) years 
from the dace generated: 

1. A log recording all surveillance activities in the
monitoring room of the facility, including, but not limited to, 
surveillance records kept in the normal course of enterprise 
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operations and in accordance with industry standards; provided,
non.-ichscanding anything co the contrary herein, surveillance 
records rr.ay, ac the discretion of the enterprise, be destroyed if no 
ir.cident has been reported within one (1) year following the dace 
such records were rr.ade. Reco=ds, as used in chis Compact, shall 
:nclude video capes and any other storage media; 

2. Payout from the conduce of all covered games;

3. Maintenance logs for all covered games gaming equipment used
by the enterprise; 

4. Security logs as kept in the normal course of conducting and 
maintaining security at the facility, which at a minimum shall 
confo=m to industry pr�ctices for such reports. The security logs 
shall docu�enc any unusual or nonstandard activities, occurrences or 
events at or related co the facility or in connection with the 
enterprise. Each incident, without regard to materiality, shall be 
assigned a sequential number for each such report. At a minimum, 
the security logs shall consist of the following information, which 
shall be recorded in a reasonable fashion noting: 

a. the assigned number of the incident,

b. the date of the incident,

c. the time of the incident,

d. the location of the incident,

e. the :1ature of the incident,

the identity, including identification information, of 
f.

any persons involved in the incident and any known 

witnesses to the incident, and

the tribal compliance officer making the report and any g.
other persons contributing to its preparation;

5.  Books and records on all covered game activities of the
enterprise shall be maintained in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP); and 

6.  All documents generated in accordance with this Compact.

D. Use of Net Revenues. Net revenues that the tribe receives 
from covered garr.es are ::o be used for any one or more of those 
purposes permitted under IGRA: 

1.  To fund tribal government operations or programs;

2.  To provide for the general welfare of the tribe and its
members; 

3. To promote tribal economic development;

4. To donate to charitable organizations; or
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5.  To help :und opera:ions of local gcvernment age:icies.

e.  1. The :ribe's rules and regulations shall require the
enterprise at a minimum to bar persons based on their prior co�duct 
at the facili:y or whc, because of their criminal history or 
association with criminal offe:iders, pose a threat to the integrity of 
the conduct of covered games. 

2. The TCA shall estab�is� a list of the persons barred from 
theefacility. 

3.  The enterprise shall employ its best efforts to exclude
persons on such list from entry into its facility; provided, neither 
persons who are barred but gain access to the facili:y, nor any other 
person, shall have any claim agai:ist the state, the tr�oe or the 
enterprise or any other person for failing to enforce such bar. 

4. Patrons who believe they may be playing covered games on a 
compulsive basis may request that their names be placed on t�e list. 
All covered game employees shall receive training on identifying 
players who have a problem with compulsive playing and shall be 
instructed to ask them to leave. Signs and other materials shall be 
readily available to direct such compulsive players :o agencies where 
they may receive counseling. 

F. Audits. 1.e Consistent with 25 C.F.R., Section 571.12,  Audit 
Standards, the TCA shall ensure that an annual independent financial 
audit of the enterprise's conduct of covered games subject to :his 
Compact is secured. The audit shall, at a minimum, examine revenues 
and expenses inecon:iection with the conduct of covered games in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and shall 
include, but not be limited to, those matters necessary to  verify the 
determination of adjusted gross revenues and the basis of the payments 
made to the state pursuant to  Part 11 of this Compact. 

2. The auditor selected by the TCA shall be a firm of known and 
demonstrable experience, expertise and stature in conducting audits 
of this kind and scope. 

3. The audit shall be concluded within five (5) months  following 

the close of each calendar year, provided that ex�ensions may be 
requested by the tribe and shall not be refused by the state where 
the circumstances justifying the extension request are beyond the 
tribe's control. 

4.  The audit of the conduct of covered games may be conducted as 
part of or in conjunction with the audit of ::l:e enterpr:.se, but if so 
conducted shall �e separately stated for the reporting purposes 
required herein. 

5. The audit shall conform to generally accepted auditing 
standards. As 9art of the audit report, the auditor shall certify to 
the TCA t�a::, in the course of the audit, the auditor discovered no 
matters within the scope of t.he audit which were dete!'mined or 
believed to be in violation of any provision of this Compact. 
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6.  The encerprise stall assume all costs in connectioc wi:h chee audic. 

7.  The audit report for the conduct of covered games shall be
sub;nitced to the SCA within thirty (30) days of completion. The 
auditor's work papers concerning covered games shall be made 
available to che SCA upon requesc. 

8.  Representatives of the SCA may, upon request, meet with :he auditors 
to discuss the wor� papers, the audit or any matters in connection therewith; 
provided, such discussions are limited to covered ga;nes information and 
pursue legitimate state covered games interests. 

G.   Rules for Play of and Prizes for Covered Games. Summaries of the rules 
for playing covered games and winning prizes shall be 
visibly displayed in the facility. Complete secs of rules shall be available 
in pamphlet form in the facility. 

H. Supervisory Line of Authority. The enterprise shall provide the TCA 
and SCA with a chart of the supervisory lines of authority 
with respecc to those direccly responsible for the conduct of 
covered games, and shall promptly notify those agencies of any 
naterial changes chereto. 

I. Sale of Alcoholic Beverages. The sale and service of
alcoholic beverages in a facility shall be in compliance with 
state, federal and tribal law in regard to the licensing and sale of 
such beverages. 

J.   Age Restrictions. No person who would not be eligible to bee a patron 
of a pari-mutuel system of wagering pursuant to the previsions of subsection 
B of Section 208.4 of Title 3A of the Oklahoma Statutes shall be admitted 
into any area in a facility where covered games are played, nor be permitted 
to operate, or obtain a prize from or in connection with the operation of, 
any covered game, directly or indirectly. 

K.  Destruction of Documents. Enterprise books, records and
other materials documenting the conduct of covered games shall be 
destroyed only in accordance with rules and regulations adopted by 
the TCA, which at a minimum shall provide as follows: 

1. Material that might be utilized in connection with a
potential tort claim pursuant to Part 6 of this Compact, including,
but not limited to, incident reports, surveillance records, 
statements, and the like, shall be maintained at least one (1) year 
beyond the time which a claim can be made under Part 6 of this 
Compact or, if a tort claim is made, beyond the final disposition of 
such claim; 

2.  Material that ;night be utilized in coIL"lection with a prize
claim, including but not limited to incident reports, surveillance 
records, statements, and :he like, shall be maintained at lease one hundred 
eighty (180) days beyond the time which a claim can be made under Part 6 of 
this Compact or, if a prize claim is made, beyond 
the final disposition of such claim; and 
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3. Notwithstanding anything herein co the contrary, all 
enterprise books and records wi:h resoect to  tr.e conduct o= covered 
games or the operation of the enterpr�se, including, b�tanot limited 
to, all interim and final financial and audit reoorts and materials 
related thereto which have been generated in tr.e-ordinary course of 
business, shall be maintained for the minimum period of :hree (3) 
years. 

L. Location. The tribe may establish and operate enterprises 
and facilities that operate covered ga�es only on its Indian lands as 
defined by IGRA. The tribe shall notify the SCA of the operation of 
any new facility following the effective date of this Compact. 
Kothing herein shall be construed as expanding or otherwise altering 
the tern "Indian lands", as that term is defined in :he IGRA, nor 
shall anything r.erein beaconstr�ed as altering the federal process 
governing the tribal acquisition of "Indian lands" for gaming 
purposes. 

M. Records of Covered Games. The TCA shall keep a record of, and 
shall report at least quarterly to the SCA, the number of covered 
games in each facility, by the name or type of each and its 
identifying number. 

PART 6. TORT CLAIMS; PRIZE CLAI�S; LIMITED CONSENT �OaSUIT 

A. Tort Claims. The enterprise shall ensure that patrons of a 
=acility are afforded due process in seeking and receiving just and 
reasonable compensation =or a tort claim for personal injury or  
property damage against the enterprise arising out of incidents 
occurring at a facility, hereinafter "tort claim", as follows: 

1.a During the term of this Compact, the enterprise shall 
maintain public liability insurance for the express purposes of 
covering and satisfying tort claims. The insurance shall h�ve 
liability limits of not less than Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($250,000.00) for any one person and Two Million Dollars 
($2,000,000.00) for any one occurrence for personal injury, and One 
Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any one occurrence for property 
damage, hereinafter the "limit of  liability", or the corresponding 
limits under the Governmental Tort Claims Act, whichever is greater. 
No tort claim shall be paid, or be the subject of any award,a in excess 
of the limit of liability; 

2. The tribe consents to suit on a limited basis with respect to 
tort claims subject to the limitations set forth in this subsection 
and subsection C of this Part. No consents to suit with respect to 
tort claims, or as to any other claims againsc che tribe shall be 
deemed to have been made under this Compact, except as provided in 
subsections B and c of this Part; 

3.a The enterprise's insurance policy shall  include an endorsement 
providing that the insurer may not invoke tribal sovereign immunity 
in connection with any claim made wichin t:he limit of liability if the 
claim complies with the limited consent provisions o: subsection C of 
this Part. Copies of all such insurance policies shall be forwarded to 
the SCfl.; 
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4. Any patror: having a ton: claim shall file a written to:-te
claim notice by delivery to the enterprise or the TCA. The date the 
tort claim notice is filed with the enterprise or the TCA shall be 
deemed the official date of filing the tort claim notice. The tort 
claim notice shall be filed within one (1) year of the date of the 
event which allegedly caused the clai�ed loss. Failure to file the 
tort clai� notice during such period of time shall forever bar such 
tort claim; provided that a tort claim notice filed with the 
enterprise or the TCA more than ninety (90) days, but within or.e (1) 
year. after the event shall be deemed to be timely filed, but any 
judgment thereon shall be reduced by ten percent (10%). 

5.e If :he tort claim notice is filed with the TCA, the TCAe
shall forward a copy of the tort claim to the enterprise and the SCA 
within forty-eight (48) hours of filing, and if the tort claim 
notice is filed with the enterprise, the enterprise shall forward a 
copy of the tort claim to the TCA and the SCA within forty-eight
(48)e hours of filing;e

6.e The tort claim notice shall state the date, time, place ande
circumstances of thee incident upone which thee tort claime ise based, 
thee identity of anye persons kno�n to have information regarding the 
incident,e including employees ore others involved in or whoe witnessed 
the incident, the amounte of compensation and the basis for said 
relief; thee name, address and telephone number of the claimant, and 
the name, address and telephone number of any representative
authorized to act or settle the claim on behalf of the claimant; 

7. All tort claim notices shall be signed bye thee claimant. The 
rules and regulations □aye additionally require that the tort claim 
notices bee signede under oath. Thee rules ande regulations may also 
require that as a condition of prosecuting tort claims, the claimant 
shall appear toe be interviewed or deposed at least once under 
reasonablee circumstances, whiche shalle includee the attendance. of the 
claimant's legal counsel if requested; provided that the enterprise
shall afford claimant at least thirty (30)e days' written notice of 
thee interview or deposition; and provided further that the claimant's 
failure to appear without cause for any interview or deposition 
properly noticed pursuant to this paragraph shall be deemed a 
voluntary withdrawal of thee torte claim; 

8. The enterprise shall promptly review, investigate, and make 
a determination regarding thee tort claim. Any portion of a tort 
claim which is unresolved shall be deemed denied if the enterprise 
fails to notify chee claimanc ine writing ofe itse approval within 
ninety (90) dayse of thee filing date,e unless the parties by wricten 
agreement extend thee date by which a deniale shall be deemed issued 
if noe other action is taken. Each extension shalle be for no moree 
thane ninety (90) days, bute theree shall be no limite one che numbere ofe 
writtene agreements for extensions, provided that no written 
aareement fore extension shall be valid unless signed by thee claimant 
a�de ane authorized representative of the enterprise. Thee claimant 
ande che enterprise may continue attempcs to settle a clai� beyond ane 
extended date; provided, settlement negotiations shalle not excend 
the date ofe denial in che absence of a written agreement for 
extensione ase required by th:s paragraph; 
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9.e A judicial proceeding for any cause arising frcm a toree
clain may be maintained in accordance with and subject to the 
limitations of subsection C of this Part only if the following
requirements have been met: 

a. the claimant has followed all procedures required by 
this Pare, including, without limitation, the de�ivery
of a valid and timely written cor: claim notice to thee
enterprise,e

b.e the enterprise has denied the tort claim, ande

c.e the claimant has filed the judicial proceeding noe
later than the one-hundred-eightieth day after deniale
of the claim by the enterprise; provided, that neithere
the claiman: nor the enterprise may agree to extende
the time to commence a judicial proceeding; ande

10.e Notices explaining the procedure and time limitations with 
respect to making a tort claim shall be prominently posted in the 
facility. Such notices shall explain the metr.od and places for 
making a tort claim, that this procedure is the exclusive method of 
making a tort claim, and that claims that do not follow these 
procedures shall be forever barred. The enterprise shall make 
pamphlets containing the requirements in this subsection readily
available to all patrons of the facility and shall provide such 
pamphlets to a claimant within five (5) days of the filing of a 
claim. 

B.e Prize Claims. The enterprise shall ensure that patrons of a 
facility are afforded due process in seeking and receiving jus: and 
reasonable compensation arising from a patron's dispute, in 
con..,ection with his or her play of any covered game, the amount of 
any prize which has been awarded, tl:!§ failure to be awarded� prize, 
or the right to receive a refund or other compensation, hereafter 
"prize claim", as follows: 

1.e The tribe consents to suit on a limited basis with respect
to prize claims against the enterprise only as set forth in 
subsection C of this Part; no consents tb suit with respect to prize claims, 
or as to any other claims against the tribe shall be deemed to have been 
made under this Compact, except as provided in 
subsections A and C of this Part; 

2.e The maximum amount of any prize claim shall be the amount of 
the prize which the claimant establishes he or she was entitled to 
be awarded, hereafter "prize limit"; 

3.Any patron having a prize claim shall file a written prize claim 
notice by delivery to the enterprise or the TCA. The date the prize claim is 
filed with the enterprise or the TCA shall be deemed the official date of 
filing the prize claim notice. The prize claim notice shall be filed within 
ten (10) days of the event which is =he basis of the claim. Failure to file the 
prize claim notice d�ri�g such period of time shall forever bar such prize 
claim; 
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4.e If the prize claim notice is filed with the TCA, the TCAe
shall forward a copy of the prize claim to the enterp=ise and the 
SCA within forty-eight (48) hours of its filing; and :.f the prize
claim notice is filed with the enterprise, the enterprise shall 
forward a copy of the tort claim to the TCA and the SCA within 

1 forty-eight (48) hours of filir.g;
I' 

5.e The written prize claim notice shall state the date, time,e
place and circumstances of the incident upo� which the prize clai� 
is based, the identi::y of any persons known to have information 
regaroing the incident, including employees or others involved in or 
who witnessed the incident, the amount demanded and the basis for 
said amount, the name, address and telephone number of the claimant, 
and the name, address and telephone number of any representative
authorized to act or settle the claim on behalf of the claimant; 

6.e All notices of prize claims shall be signed by the claimant.e
The rules and regulations may additionally require that the p=ize
claim notices be signed under oath; 

7.e The enterprise shall promptly review, investigate and make ae
determination regarding the prize claim. Claimants shall cooperate
in providing information, including personal sworn statements and 
agreeing to be interviewed, as the enterprise shall reasonably 
request. The claimant is permitted to have counsel present during 
any such :.nterview; 

8.e If the prize claim is not resolved within seventy-two (72)
hours from the time of filing the claim in accordance with paragraph
5 of ::his subsection, the TCA shall immediately notify the SCA in 
writing that the claim has not been resolved; 

9.e In the event the claim is resolved, the TCA shall not bee
obligated to report that fact to the SCA, but shall make TCA =eports
available for review; 

10.e Any portion of a prize claim which is unresolved shall bee
deemed denied :.f the enterprise fails to notify the claimant in 
writir.g of its approval within thirty (30) days of the filing date, 
ur:�ess the parties agree by written agreement to extend the date. 
Each extension shall be for no more than·thirty (30) days, but there 
shall be no limit on ::he number of written agreements for 
extensions; provided, that no written agreements for extension shall 
be valid unless signed by the claimant and an authorized 
representative of the TCA. The claimant and the enterprise may 
continue attempts to settle a claim beyond an extended date; 
orovided, settlement negotiations shall not extend the date of 
denial in the absence of a written extension required by this 
paragraph; 

11.e A judicial proceeding for any cause arising from a prize
claim may be maintained in accordance with and subject to the 
limitations of subsection c of this Part only if the following
requirements have been met: 

a.e the claimant has followed all procedures required bye
this Part, including without limitation, the deliverye
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of a valid and timely written prize clain notice to 
the enterprise, 

b. the enterprise �as denied the prize claim, and 

c.e the claimant has filed the judicial proceeding �oe
lacer than one hundred eighty (180) days after deniale
of the claim by the enterprise; provided that neithere
the claimant nor the enterprise nay excer.d the time co 
commence a judicial proceeding; ande

12.e Notices explaining the proced�re and time limitations withe
respect to making a prize claim shall be promi�ently posted in che 
facility. Such notices shall explain the met�od and places for 
making claims, that this procedure is the exclusive method of makir.g 
a prize claim, and that claims chat do not follow :his proced�re
shal: be forever barred. The enterprise shall make pamphlets
containing the requirements in this subsection readily available :c 
all patrons of the facility and shall provide such pamphlets co a 
claimant by the TCA within five (5) days of the filing date of a 
claim. 

C.e Limited Consent to Suit for Tort Claims and Prize Claims.e
T�e tribe consents to suit against the enterprise in a court of 
competent jurisdiction with respect co a tore claim or prize claim 
if all requirements of paragraph 9 of subsection A or all 
requirements of paragraph 11 of subsection B of this Pare have been 
met; provided chat such consent shall be subject to the following
additional conditions and limitations: 

1.e For tort claims, consent to suit is granted only co thee
extent such claim or any award or judgment rendered thereon does not 
exceed the limit of liability. Under no circumstances shall any 
consent to suit be effective as to any award which exceeds such 
applicable amounts. This consent s�ll only extend to the patron
actually claiming to have been injured. A tort claim shall not be 
assignable. In che event any assignment of the core claim is tt".ade 
in violation of this Compact, or any person other than the patron
claiming the injury becomes a party to any action hereunder, this 
consent shall be deemed revoked for all purposes. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, consent to suic shall not bee revoked if an action on a core claim 
is filed by (i) a court appointed representative of a claimant's estate, 
(ii) an indispensable party, or (iii) a health provider or other party 
subrogated to the claimant's rights by virtue of any insurance policy; 
provided, :hat nothing herein is intended to, or shall constitute a 
consent to suit against the enterprise as to such party except to the 
extent such par�y•s claim is: 

a.e in lieu of and identical to the claim that would havee
been made by the claimant directly but for thee
appoi�tment of said representative or indispensablee
party, and participation of sue� other party is ine
lieu of and not in addition to pursuit of the clai� by
the patron, ande
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b.a  the claim of such other part y   would have been subject to a 
consent to suit hereunder if ic had been nade by the 
claimant directly; and 

For prize claims, consenc is granted only to the extent suer.a2.
claim does not exceed the prize limit. Under no circumstances shall 
any award exceed the prize limit. This consent shall only extend to 
the patron actually claiming to have engaged in the play of a 
covered game on which the claim is based. Prize claims shal: not be 
assignable. In the event any assignment of the prize claim is made, 
or any person ocher than the claimant entitled to make the claim 
becomes a party to any action hereunder, this consent shall be 
deemed revoked for all purposes. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
consent to suit shall noc be revoked if an action on a prize claim 
is filed by (i) a court-appointed representative of a claimant's 
estate, or (ii) an indispensable party, provided that nothing herein 
is intended to, or shall constitute a consent to suit against the 
enterprise as to such party except to the extent such party's claim 
is: 

a.a in lieu of and identical to the claim that would havea
been made by the claimant directly but for thea
appointment of said representative or indispensablea
party, and participation of such other party is ina
lieu of and not in addition to pursuit of the claim by
the patron, anda

b.a the claim of such other party would have been subjecta
to a consent to suit hereunder if it had been made by
the claimant directly.a

D.a Remedies in the Event of No or Inadequate Insurance for Torta
Claim. In the event a tort claim is made and there is no, or 
inadequate, insurance in effect as required under this Compact, the 
enterprise sha_l be deemed to be in_jefault hereunder unles�, within 
ten (10) days of a demand by the SCA or a claimant to do so, the 
enterprise has posted in an irrevocable escrow account at a state or 
federal�y chartered bank which is not owned or controlled by the 
tribe, sufficient cash, a bond or other security sufficient to cover 
any award that might be made within the limits set forth in 
paragraph 1 of subsection A of this P�rc-, and informs the claimant 
and the state of: 

1.a The posting of the cash or bond;a

2.a The means by which the deposit can be independently verifieda
as to the amount and the fact that it is irrevocable until the 
matter is finally resoived; 

3.a T�e rig�t of the claimant to have this claim satisfied froma
the deposit if the claimant is successful on the claim; and 

4.a The notice and hearing opportunities in accordance with thea
:ribe's tort law, if any, otherwise in accordance with principles of 
due process, which will be afforded to the claimant so that the 
inte�t of this Compact to provide claimants with a meaningful 
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opportunity co seek a just :-emedy under fair conditions ·,;ill be 
fu:filled. 

Part 7. ENFORCEMENT OF COMPACT PROVISIONS 

A.a The tribe and TCA shall be resoonsible :or regulatinga
activi�ies pursuant to this Compact. As part of its 
responsibilities, the tribe shall require the enterprise do the 
following: 

1.a Operate the conduct of covered games in compliance with thisa
Compact, including, qut not li�ited to, the standards and the 
tribe's rules and regulations; 

2.a Take reasonable measures to assure the physical safety ofa
ente:-prise patrons and personnel, prevent illegal activity at the 
facility, and protect any rights of patrons under the Indian Civil 
Rights Act, 25 U.S.C., Sec. 1302-1303; 

3.a Promptly notify appropriate law enforcement authorities ofa
I, persons who may be involved in illegal acts in accordance with 
1 1 applicable law; 
11 

4. Assure thata the const:-uction and maim:enance of the facility 
meets or exceedsa federal and tribal standards for comparable
bi.:ildings; and 

5. Prepare adequatea emergency access plans to ensure the health 
and safety of alla covered game patrons. Upon the finalization of 
eme::::gency access plans, the TCA ora enterprise shall fo:::-ward copies 
of such plans to the SCA. 

B.a All licenses fora me"bers and employees of the 7CA shall be 
issueda according to thea same standards anda terms applicable to 
facility employees. The TCA shall employ qualified compliance 
officers under thea authority of the TCA.a Thea compliance officers 
shall be independent of thea enterprise, and shall be supervised and 
accountable only to the TCA. A TCA compliance o:ficer shall be 
available to the facility during alla hours of operation upon
reasonablea notice, and shall have immediate access to any and all 
areas ofa the facilitya for the purpose of ensuring compliance with 
thea provisions ofa this Compact. The TCA shall investigate any such 
suspected or reported violation ofa this Compact anda shall require 
thea enterprise to correcta such violations. The TCA shalla officially 
enter into itsa files timely written reports of investigations and 
any action taken thereon,a and shall forward copies of such reportsa to 
the SCA within fifteen (15) days of such fi:ing.a Any such 
violations shall be reported immediately toa the TCA, and the TCA 
shalla inm1ediately forward the same to the SCA. In addition, the TCA 
shall promptlya reporta toa the SCAa any such violations whicha it 
�ndependently discovers. 

C.a In order toa develop and foster a positive a�d effectivea
relationship in thea enforcement of thea provisions of this Compact,
representatives of che TCA and thea SCAa shall meet, �ota less than on 
ar: annual basis, to review past practices and examine methods to 
improve thea regulatory scherr.e created by this Compact. The meetings 
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shall take place at a location mutually agreed to by the TCA and the 
SCA. The SCA, prior to or during such meetings, shall disclose :o 
the TCA any cor.cerns, suspected activities, or pending matters 
reasonably believed to possibly constitute violations of this 
Compact by any person, organization or entity, if such disclosure 
wil 1 :10t compromise the interest sought to be protected. 

Part 8. STATE MONITORING OF COMPACT 

A.e The SCA shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Compact,
have the authority to mor.itor the conduct of covered games to ensi.:re 
that the covered games are conducted in compliance with the 
provisions of this Compact. In order to properly monitor the 
conduct of covered games, agents of the SCA shall have reasonable 
access to all areas of the facility related to the conduct of 
covered games as provided herein: 

1.e Access to the facility by the SCA shall be during thee
facility's normal operating hours only; provided that to the extent 
such �nspections are limited to areas of the facility where the 
public is normally permitted, SCA agents may inspect the facility
without giving prior notice to the enterprise; 

2. Any suspected or claimed violations of this Compact or ofe
law shall be directed in writing to the TCA; SCA agents shall nor. 
interfere with the Eunc:ioning of the enterprise; and 

3.e Before SCA agents enter any nonpublic area of the facility,
they shall provide proper photographic identification to the TCA. 
SCA agents shall be accompanied in nonpublic areas of the facility
by a TCA agent. A one-hour notice by SC.� to the TCA may be required 
to assure that a TCA officer is available to accompany SCA agents at 
ail times. 

B.e Subject to the provisions herein, agents of the SCA shalle
have the right to review and copy documents of the enterpris-e 
related to its conduct of covered games. The review and copying of 
such documents shall be during normal business hours or hours 
otherwise at tribe's discretion. However, the SCA shall not be 
permitted to copy those portions of any documents of the enterprise
related to its conduct of covered games that contain business or 
marketing strategies or other proprietary and confidential 
information of the enterprise, including, but not limited to, 
c�stomer lists, business plans, advertising programs, marketing
studies, and customer demograp�ics or profiles. No documents of the 
enterprise related to its conduct of covered games or copies thereof 
shall be released to the public by the state under any 
circumstances. All such documents shall be deemed confidential 
documents owned by the tribe and shall not be subject to public
�elease by the state. 

C.e At the completion of any SCA inspection or investigation,
the SCA shall forward a written report thereof to the TCA. The TCA 
shall be apprised on a timely basis of all pertinent,
noncon=idential information regarding any violation of federal, 
stace, or tribal laws, the rules or regulations, or this Compact.
�othing herein prevents che SCA from contacting tribal or federal 
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law enforcement authorities for suspected criminal wrongdoing
involving tr.e TCA. TCA may interview SCA inspectors upon reasonable 
notice and examine work papers and SCA in the same fashion t::iat SCA 
inspectors may examine auditors' notes and make auditor inquiry
unless providing such information to the TCA will compromise the 

interests sought to be protected. If the SCA determines that 
providing the information to the TCA will compromise the interests 
sought to be protected, then the SCA shall provide such information 
to the tribe in accordance with Part 13 of this Compact. 

D.e Nothing in this Compact shall be deemed to authorize thee
state to regulate the tribe's government, including the TCA, or co 
interfere in any way with the tribe's selection of its governmental
officers, including members of the TCA; provided, however, the SCA 
and the tribe, upon request of the tribe, shall jointly employ, at 
the tribe's expense, an independent firm to perform on behalf of the 
SCA the duties set forth in subsections A and B of this Part. 

Part 9. JURISDICTION 

This Compact shall not alter tribal, federal or state civil 

adjudicatory or criminal jurisdiction. 

Part 10. LICENSING 

A.e 1. Except as provided in paragraph 4 of Part 3, no coverede
game employee shall be employed at a facility or by an enterprise
unless such person is licensed in accordance with this Compact. In 
addition to the provisions of this Part which are applicable to the 

licensing of all covered game employees, the requirements of 25 
C.F.R., Part 556, Background Investigations for Primary Ma�agement
Officials and Key Employees, and 25 C.P.R., Par: 558, Gaming
Licenses for Key Employees and Primary Management Officials, applye
to Key Employees and Primary Management Officials of the facility
and enterprise.e

2.e All prospective covered game employees shall apply to thee
TCA for a license. Licenses shall be issued for periods of no more 
than two (2) years, after which they may be rer.ewed only followir.g 

review and update of the information upon which the license was 
based; provided, the TCA may extend tRe period in which the license 

is valid for a reasonable time pending the outcome of any
investigation being conducted in connection with the renewal of such 
license. In the even: the SCA contends that any such extension is 
unreasonable, it may seek resolution of that issue pursuant to Part 
11 of this Compact. 

3.e The application process shall require the TCA to obtaine
sufficient informat:on and identification from the applicant to 
permit a background investigation to determine if a license should 
be issued in accordance with th:s Part and the rules and 
=egulations. The TCA shall obtain information about a prospective
covered game employee chat includes: 

a. full name, including any aliases i:>y which applicant
has ever been known,e
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b.e socia: security number,e

c.e date and place of birth,e

d.e residential addresses for the past five (5) years,e

e.e employment history for the past five (5) years,e

f.e driver license number,e

g.e all licenses issued and disciplinary charges filed,e
whether or not discipline was imposed, by any state ore
tribal regulatory authority,e

h.e all criminal arrests and proceedings, except for minore
traffic offenses, to which the applicant has been ae
party,e

i.e a set of fingerprints,e

j. a current photograph,e

k.e military service history, ande

1.e any other information the TCA determines is necessarye
to conduct a thorough background investigation.e

4.e Upon obtaining the required initial information from ae
prospective covered game employee, the TCA shall forward a copy of 
such information to the SCA, along with any determinations made wit:1 
respect to the issuance or denial of a temporary or permanent
license. The SCA may conduct its own background investigation of 
the applicant at SCA expense, shall notify the TCA of such 
investigation within a reasonable time from initiation of the 
investigation, and shall provide a written report to the TCA of the 
outcome of such investigation within-a reasonable time from the 
receipt of a request from the TCA for such information. SCA 
inspector field notes and the SCA inspector shall be available upon
reasonable notice for TCA review and inquiry. 

5.e The TCA may issue a temporary�-'lieense for a period not toe
exceed ninety (90) days, and the enterprise may employ on a 
probationary basis, any prospective covered game employee who 
represents in writing that he or she meets the standards set forth 
in this Part, provided the TCA or enterprise is not in possession of 
information to the contrary. The temporary license shall expire at 
the end of the ninety-day period or upon issuance or denial of a 
permanent license, whichever event occurs first. Provided that the 
temporary license period may be extended at the discretion of the 
7CA so long as good faith efforts are being made by the applicant to 
provide required information, or the TCA is continuing to conduct 
�ts investigation or is waiting on information from others, and 
provided further that in the course of such temporary or extended 
temporary licensing period, no information has come to the attention 
of the TCA which, in the absence of countervailing information chen 
in the record, would otherwise require denial of license. A 
permanent license shall be issued or denied within a reasonable time 
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following the completion of the appli.can::' s background
investigation. 

6.e In covered gaming the tribe shall not employ and shalle
termir.a::e, and the �CA shall not license and shall revoke a license 
previously issued to, any covered game employee who: 

a.e has been convicted of any felony or an offense relatede
to any covered games or otter gaming activity,e

b. has knowingly and willfully provided zalse material,e
statements or information on his or her employment
application, ore

C .  is a person whose prior activities, criminal record,e
or reputation, habits, and associations pose a threate
to the public interest or to the effective regulat�on
and control of the conduct of covered games, or createe
or enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair, ore
illegal practices, �ethods, and activities in thee
conduct of covered games or the carrying on of thee
business and financial arrangements incidentale
thereto.e

7.e The SCA may object to ::he employment of any individ�al by
the enterprise based upon the criteria set forth in paragraph 6 of 
subsection A of this Part. Such objection shall be in writing
setting forth the basis of the objection. The SCA inspector's work 
papers, notes and exhibits which formed the SCA conclusion shall be 
available upon reasonable notice for TCA review. The enterprise
shall have discretion to employ an individual over the objection of 
the SCA. 

8.The TCA shall have the discretion to initiate or continue a 
background investigation of any licensee or license applicant and to take 
appropriate action with respect to the issuance or contir.ued 
validity of any license at any time, including suspending or 
revoking such license. 

9.The TCA shall require all covered game employees to wear, in plain 
view, identification cards issued by the TCA which include a photograph of 
the employee, his or her first name, a four-digit 
identification number unique to the license issued to the employee, 
a tribal seal or signature verifying official issuance of the card, 
and a date of expiration, which shall not extend beyond such 
employee's license expiration date. 

B.e 1. Any person or entity who, directly or indirectly,
provides or is likely to provide at least Twenty-f�ve Thousand 
Dollars ($25,000.00) in goods or services to the enterprise in any
twelve-month period, or who has received at least Twenty-five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for goods or services provided to the 
enterprise in any consecutive twelve-month period within the 
immediately preceding twenty-four-�onth period, or any person or 
entity who provides through sale, lease, rental or otherwise covered 
games, or parts, maintenance or service in connection therewith to 
the tribe or the enterprise at any time and �n any amount, shall be 
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licensed by the TCA prior to the provisior. thereof. Provided, tha: 
attorneys or certified public accountants and their :irms shall be 
exempt from the licer.sing requirement herein to the extent that :hey 
are providing services covered by their professional licenses. 

2.e Background investigations and licensing shall follow :hee
same process and apply the same criteria as for covered game
employees sec forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of this Par:. 

3. In the case of a license application of any entity, alle
principals thereof shall be subjected to the same background
investigation required for the licensing of a covered game employee,
but no license as such need be issued; provided, no license shall be 
issued to the entity if the TCA determines that one or more of its 
principals will be persons who would not be qualified to receive a 
license if they applied as covered game employees. 

4.e Nothing herein shall prohibit the TCA from processing ande
issuing a license to a principal in his or her own name. 

5.e Licenses issued under this subsection shall be reviewed ate
lease every two (2) years for continuing compliance, and shall be 
pro�ptly revoked if che licensee is determined to be in violation o: 
the standards set forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of this Pare. 
In connection with such a review, the TCA shall require the persor. 
or entity to update all information provided in the previous
applicacion. 

6.e The enterprise shall not enter into, or continue to makee
pay:nents pursuant to, any contract or agreement for the provision o: 
goods or se:::-vices with any person or entity who does not meet :he 
requirements of this Part including, but not limited to, any person or 
entity whose application to the TCA for a license has been 
denied, or whose license has expired or been suspended or revoked. 

7.Pursuant to 25 C.F.R., Part 533, all management contractse
must be approved by the Chair of the National Indian Gaming
Commission. The SCA shall be notified promptly after any such 
approval. 

8.In addition to any licensing criteria set forth above, ife
any person or entity seeking licensing under this subsection is to 
receive any fee or other payment based on the revenues or profits of 
the enterprise, the TCA may take into account whether or not such 
fee or other payment is fair in light of market conditions and 
practices. 

C. 1. Subject to the exceptions set forth in paragraph 4 of 
this subsection, any person or entity extending financing, directly 
or indirectly, to the facility or enterprise in excess of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) in any twelve-month period shall be 
licensed prior to providing such financing. Principals thereof 
shall be subjected to background investigations and determinations 
in accordance with the procedures and standards set forth in 
subsection A of this Part. Licenses issued under this section shall 
be reviewed at least every two (2) years for continuing compliance,
and shall be promptly revoked if the licensee is determined to be in 
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violation of the standards set forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A 
of :his Part. In connec:ion ·.-,ith suc:'1 a review, the TCA shall 
require t�e person or entity to update all infor�ation provided in 
the previous application. 

2.e The SCA shall be notified of all financing and loane
transactions with respect to covered games or supplies in which the 
amount exceeds Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) in any twelve
month period, and shall be entitled to review copies of all 
agreements and documents in connection therewith. 

3.e A supplier of goods or services who provides financing
exclusively in connection with the sale or lease cf covered games
equipment or supplies shall be licensed solely in accordance with 
licensing procedures applicable, if at all, to such suppliers
herein. 

4.e Financing provided by a federally regulated or state
regulated bank, savings and loan, or trust, or ocher federally or 
state-regulated lending institution; any agency of the federal, 
state, tribal or local government; or any person or entity,
incl�di�g, but not limited to, an institutional investor who, alone 
or i� conjunction with others, lends money thYough publicly or 
commercially traded bonds or other commercially traded instruments, 
including but not limited to the holders of such bonds or 
instYuments or their assignees or transferees, or which bonds or 
co�mercially traded instruments are underwritten by any entity whose 
shares are publicly traded or which underwriter, at the time of the 
underwriting, has assets in excess of One Hundred �illion Dollars 
($100,000,000.00), shall be exempt from the licensing and background
investigation requirements i� subsection B of th�s Part or this 
subsection. 

D.e In the event the SCA objects to a lender, vendor or any
other person or entity within subsec�ion B or C of this Part_ seeking 
to do business with the enterprise, or to the continued holding of a 
license by such person or entity, it may notify the TCA of its 
objection. The notice shall set forth the basis of the objection 
with sufficient particularity to enable the TCA to investigate the 
basis of the objection. The SCA inspector and SCA inspector field 
notes shall be available �or TCA reviei and inquiry. Within a 
reasonable time after such notification, the TCA shall report to the 
SCA on the outcome of its investigation and of any action taken or 
decision not to take action. 

Part 11. EXCLUSIVITY AND FEES 

A.e The parties acknowledge and recognize that this Compact
provides tribes with substantial exclusivity and, consistent with 
the goals of IGRA, special opportunities for tribal economic 
opportunity through gaming within the external boundaries of 
Oklahoma in respect to the covered games. In consideration thereof, 
so long as the state does not change its laws after the effective 
date o: this Compact to permit the operation of any additional form 
of gaming by any such organizat:.on licensee, or change its laws to 
permit any additio�al electronic or machine gaming within Oklahoma, 
the tribe agrees �o pay �he following fees: 
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1.e T�e :=ibe cove�ants and agrees :o pay to the state a feee
derived from covered game revenues ca�culated as set forth �n 
paragraph 2 of this subsection. Such fee shall be paid no lacer 
than the twentieth day of the month for revenues received by the 
tribe in the preceding month; and 

2.e The fee shall be:e

a.e four percent (4%) of the first Ten Million Dollarse
($1e0,000 ,000.e00) of adjusted gross revenues receivede

by a tribe in a calendar year from the play ofe
electronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-style
bingo games and electronic instant bingo games,e

b.e five percent (5%) of the next Ten Million Dollarse
($1e0,000,000.00) of adjusted gross revenues receivede

by a cribe in a calendar year from the play ofe
electronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-style
bingo games and electronic instant bingo games,e

c.e six percent (6%) of all subsequent adjusted grosse
revenues received by a tribe in a calendar year frome
che play of electronic amusement games, electronice
bonanza-style bingo games and electronic instant bingoe
games, ande

d.e ten percent (10%) of the monthly net win of the commone
pool(s) or pot(s) from which prizes are paid fore
nonhouse-banked card games. The tribe is enti:led toe
keep an amount equal to state payments from the commone
pool(s) or pot(s) as part of its cost of operating thee
games.e

Payments of such fees shall be made to the Treasurer of the 
Stace of Oklahoma. Nothing herein shall require the allocat.eion of 
such fees to particular state purposes, including, but not limited 
to, the actual costs of performing the state's regulatory
responsibilities hereunder. 

B.Annual oversight assessment. In addition co the feee
provided for in subsection A of this Part, the state shall be 
entitled to payment for its costs incurred in connection with the 
oversight of covered games to the extent provided herein, "annual 
oversight assessment". The annual oversight assessment, which shall 
be Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00), shall be determined 
and paid in advance on a fiscal year basis for each twelve (12)
months ending on June 30 of each year. 

C.e Upon the effective date of this Compact, the tribe shalle
deposit with che SCA the sum of Fifty 'l'housand Dollars ($50,e000.e00)
( "scare-up assessment" l . The purpose of the start-up assessment 
shall be to assist che state in initiating its administrative and 
oversight responsib�lit�es hereunder and shall be a one-time payment 
to the state for such purposes. 
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D. Nothing in this Compact shall be deemed :o authorize thee
state to impose any tax, fee, charge or assessment upon the tribe or 
enterprise except as expressly authorized pursuant to this Compact;
provided that, to the extent that the tribe is required under 
federal law to report prizes awarded, the tribe agrees to copy such 
reports to the SCA. 

E. In considera:ion for the covenants and agreements contair.ed 
herein, the state agrees that it will not, during che term of this 
Compact, permit the nontribal operation of any machines or devices 
to play covered games er electronic or mechanical ga�ir.g devices 
otherwise presently prohibited by law within the state in excess of 
the number and outside of the designated locations authorized by the 
State-Tribal Gaming Act. The state recognizes che importance of 
this provision to the tribe and agrees, in the event of a breach of 
this provision by the state, co require any nontribal entity which 
operates any such devices or machines in excess of such number or 
outside of the designated location to remit to the state at least 
quarterly no less than fifty percent (50%) of any increase in che 
entities' adjusted gross revenues following the addicion of such 
excess machines. The state further agrees to remit at least 
quarterly to eligible tribes, as liquidated damages, a sum equal to 
fifty percent (50%) of any increase in Che enti:ies' adjusted gross 
revenues following the addition of such excess machines. For 
purposes of this Part, "eligible tribes" means chose tribes which 
have encered into this Compact and are operating gaming pursuant to 
this Compact within forty-five (45) miles of an enticy which is 
operating covered game machines in excess of the number authorized 
by, or outside of the location designated by, the State-Tribal 
Gaming Act. Such liquidated damages shall be allocated pro rata to 
eligible tribes based on the number of covered game machines 
operated by each 3ligible Tribe in the time period when such 
adjusted gross revenues were generated. 

F. In consideration for the covenants and agreements c�ntained 
herein, the tribe agrees that in the event it has currently or 
locates in the future a facility within a radius of twenty (20)
�iies from a recipient licensee as :hat term is defined in 
sui:lsection K of Section 4 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act :hat it 
shall comply with the requirements of subsection K of Section 4 of 
the State-Tribal Gaming Act. 

Part 12. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

In the event that either party to this Compact believes that the 
other party has failed to comply with any requirement of this 
Compact, or in the event of any dispute hereunder, includir.g, but 
not limited to, a dispute over the proper interpretation of the 
terms and conditions of this Compact, the following procedures may
be invoked: 

1.e The goal oE the parties shall be to resolve all disputes
amicably and voluntarily whenever possible. A party asserting
noncompliance or seeking an interpretation of this Compact first 
shall serve written notice on the other party. The notice shall 
identify the specific Compact ?revision alleged to have been 
violated or in dispute and shall speci:y in detail the asserting 
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party's contention and any factual basis for the claim. 
Representatives of the tribe and state shall meet within thirty (30)
days of receipt of notice in an e:fort to resolve the dispute; 

2.e Subject to the limitation set forth in paragraph 3 of thise
Part, either party may refer a dispute arising under this Compact to 
arbicracion under the rules of the American Arbitration Association 
(AAA), subject co enforcement or pursuant to review as provided by
paragraph 3 of this Part by a federal district court. The remedies 
available through arbitration are limited to enforcement of the 
provisions of this Compact. The parties consent to the jurisdiction
of such arbitration forum and court for such limited purposes and no 
ocher, and each waives immunity with respecc thereto. One 
arbitrator shall be chosen by the parties from a list of qualified
arbicracors co be provided by the AAA. If che parties cannot agree 
on an arbitrator, then the arbitrator shall be named by the AAA. 
The expenses of arbitration shall be borne equally by the parties. 

A party asserting noncompliance or seeking an interpretation of 
this Compact under this section shall be deemed to have certified 
that to the besc of the party's knowledge, information, and belief 
formed after reasonable inquiry, the claim of noncompliance or the 
request for interpretation of this Compact is warranted and made in 
good faith and not for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to 
cause unnecessary delay or the needless incurring of the cost of 
resolving the dispute. If the dispute is found to have been 
initiated in violation of chis Pare, the Arbitrator, upon request or 
upon his or her own initiative, shall impose upon the violating 
party an appropriate sanction, which may include an award to the 
other party of its reasor.able expenses incurred in having co 
participate in the arbitration; and 

3.e Notwithstanding any provision of law, either party to thee
Compact may bring an action against the ocher in a federal district 
court for the de novo review of any arbitration award under 
paragraph 2 of this Part. The decision of the court shall b� 
subject to appeal. Each of the parties hereto waives immunity and 
consents to suit therein for such limited purposes, and agrees not 
to raise tie Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution or 
comparable defense to the validity of such waiver. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to authorize a money judgment
other than for damages for failure to comply with an arbitration 
decision requiring the payment of monies. 

Part 13. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPACT; FEDERAL APPROVAL 

A. Each provision, section, and subsection of this Compact
shal: stand separate and independent of every other provision,
section, or subsection. In the event that a federal district court 
shall find any provision, section, or subsection of this Compact to 
be inva:id, the �emaining provisions, sections, and subsections of 
this Compact shall remain in full force and effect, unless :he 
ir.validated provision, section or subsection is material. 

B.e Each party hereto agrees to defend the validity of thise
Compact and the legislation in which it is embodied. This Compact 
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shall conscituce a binding agreemer.: becween the parties and shal! 
survive any repeal or amendmenc of :he Stace-Tribal Gaming Act. 

C.e The parties shall cooperate in seeking approval of thise
Compact from an appropriate federal agency as a tribal-state compact
under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. 

D.e The standards for elec�ronic bonanza-style bingo games,
electronic instant bingo games and electronic amusenent games 
established in the State-Tribal Gaming Act as enac:ed in 2004, and, 
at the eleccion of the tribe, any standards contained in the 
Oklahoma Horseracing Commission rules issued pursuant to subsection 
B of Section 9 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act are hereby
incorporated in this Compact and shall survive any repeal of the 
State-Tribal Gaming Act, or any games authorized thereunder. In the 
event that any of said standards are changed by amendment of the 
State-Tribal Gaming Act, the tribe shall have the option co 
incorporate said changes into chis Compact by delivery of written 
notice of said changes to the Governor and the SCA. 

Part 14. NOTICES 

All notices required under this Compact shal: be given by
certified mail, ret�rn receipt requested, commercial overnight 
courier service, or personal delivery, to the following persons: 

Governor 

Chair, State-Tribal Relations Committee 

Attorney General 

[Principal Chief, 8overnor or Chair) 

[Name of Tribe] 

[Address] 

With copies to: 

Part 15. DURATION AND NEGOTIATION 

A.e This Compact shall become effective upon the last date ofe
the satisfaction of the following requirements: 

1.e Due execution on behalf of the tribe, including obtaining
all tribal resolutions and completing other tribal procedures as may
be necessary to render the tribe's execution effective; 

2.e Approval of this Compact by the Secretary of the Interior ase
a tribal-state compac: within the meaning of IGRA and publication in 
the Federal Register or satisfaction of any other requirerr.ent of 
federal law; and 
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3.e Paynent of the start-up assessment provided for ine
subsection C of Part 11 of this Compact. 

B.e This Compact shall have a term which will expire on January
1, 2020, and ac that time, if organization licensees or others are 
authorized to conduct electronic gaming in any form other than pari
mutuel wagering on live horse racing pursuan= to any governmental
action of the state or court order following the effective date of 
this Compact, the Compact shall automatically renew for successive 
additional fifteen-year terms; provided that, within one hundred 
eighty (180) days of the expiration of this Compact or any renewal 
thereof, either the tribe or the state, acting through its Governor, 
may request to renegotiate the terms of subsections A and E of Part 
11 of this Compact. 

C.e This Compact shall remain in full force and effect until thee
sooner of expiration of the term or until the Compact is terminated 
by mutual consent of the parties. 

D.e This Compact may be terminated by state upon thirty (30)
days' prior written notice to the tribe in the event of either (1) a 
material breach by the tribe of the terms of a tobacco Compact with 
the state as evidenced by a final determination of material breach 
from the dispute resolution forum agreed upon therein, including
exhaustion of all available appellate remedies therefrom, or (2) the 
tribe's failure to comply with the provisions of Section 346 et seq.
of Title 68 of the Oklahoma Statutes, provided that the tribe may 
cure either default within the thirty-day notice period, or within 
such additional period as �ay be reasonably required to cure the 
default, in order to preserve continuation of this Compact. 

The state hereby agrees that this subsection is severable from 
chis Compact and shall automatically be severed from this Compact in 
the event that the United States De�rtment of the Interior 
determines that these provisions exceed the state's authority under 
IGRA. 

Pare 16. AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE 

This Compact, as an enactment of ·£1i.e•people of Oklahoma, is 
deemed approved by the State of Oklahoma. No further action by =he 
state or any state official is necessary for this Compact to cake 
effect upon approval by the Secretary of the Interior and 
publication in the Federal Register. The undersigned tribal 
of:icial(s) represents that he or she is duly authorized and has the 
authority to execute this Compact on behalf of t�e tribe for whom he 
or she is signing. 

APPROVED: 

Date //jcg�o£_ 
[CEIEF EXECUTIVE 
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SECTION 23. This act shall beco�e effective upon approval by
the people. 

SECTION 24. The Ballot Title for che proposed act shall be in 
the following form: 

BALLOT TITLE 

Legislative Referendum No. State Question No. __ 

THE GIST OF THE PROPOSITION IS AS FOLLOWS: 

This measure creates the State-Tribal Gaming Act. It would 
allow some types of gaming machines at some horse race tracks in 
this state. The Oklahona :!orse Racing Commission would oversee 
the new types of gaming machines. It would require that a 
portion of the money wagered on such gami�g be paid to the 
state. Some of the money would go to purses for horse races. 
Some of the money would go to the horse race tracks. The 
measure also provides a model compact which Indian tribes may 
enter into and then operate such gaming machines on Indian 
lands. The model compact provides regulatory controls for the 
gaming authorized by the compact. The Office of State �inance 
would have the authority to oversee this gaming by the tribes. 
The money wagered on such gaming would go co horse race tracks, 
purses for horse races, and the tribes. The state's portion of 
the money from the gaming authorized by this act would go for 
treatment of compulsive gambling disorders, to the Education 
Reform Revolving Fund and for college scholarships. 

SHALL THIS ACT BE APPROVED BY THE PEOPLE? 

0 YES, FOR THE ACTe

0 NO, AGAINST THE �CT 

SECTION 25. The President Pro Tempore of the Senate shall, 
im�ediately after the passage of this order for legislac�ve
referendum, prepare and file in accordance with Section 3 of Article 
V of the Oklahoma Constitution, one copy of this order for 
legislative referendum, set .:orth in ·.sections 2 chrougl: 24 of this 
act, including the Ballot Title set forth in SECTION 24, with the 
Secretary of State and one copy with the Attorney General. 

SECTION 26. REPEALER Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 16, 19, 20 and 21 of Enrolled Senate 
3ill �o. 553 of the 2nd Session of the 49th Oklahoma Legislature, 
are hereby repealed.  
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Passed the Senate the 11th day of May, 2004. 

Passed the House of Representatives the 12th day of May, 2004. 

fficer of the House 
of Representatives 

Deemed Approved 

DCjLJ2,' 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

Received by the Governor thi .... _ e _,_/...:3 ¥--__ _

dq of ttl@j 0410 

I ;,t l :oO o'clock 0- M 

..,�' 
Approved by the Governor o! the State of Oklahoma th.,_ __/ ___ q day o! 

zoJJ5/_, 1tt lp :a-f o'clock -+=-P--M.m. 
� 

OFFICE OF THE SECRET
A

RY OF STATE 

By: --+-................... -+-;c___---'----_,__ ___  _ 
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	United States Deartment of the Interior 
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	OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
	Washington, DC 
	20240 

	JAN -6 2006 
	JAN -6 2006 
	Honorable Charles D. Enyart 
	Chief, Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma 
	P.O. Box 350 
	Seneca, Missouri 64865 
	Dear Chief Enyart: 
	On November 15, 2004, we received the Tribal-State Gaming Compact between the Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma (Tribe) and the State of Oklahoma (State), executed by the Tribe on November 8, 2004 (Compact). 
	Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(8)(C), the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) may approve or disapprove the Compact within forty-five days of its submission. If the Secretary does not approve or disapprove the Compact within forty-five days, the IGRA states that the Compact is considered to have been approved by the Secretary, "but only to the extent the compact is consistent with the provisions of (IGRA]." The IGRA requires the Department of the Interior (Department) t
	We have completed our review of the Compact, along with the submission of additional documentation submitted by the parties. As part of the Depaiiment' s review of the Compact, we sent a letter to the pa1iies seeking clarification of vai·ious provisions of the Compact. The responses of the State and the Tribe have resolved most issues, but do not include an economic analysis of the value of the State's concessions in exchange for revenue-sharing payments, which was requested. Therefore, pursuant to Section 
	Revenue Sharing 
	The Compact is authorized by recent legislation enacted by the State of Oklahoma. Prior to this legislation, Indian tribes in the State of Oklahoma could only operate Class II gan1ing machines and engage in pari-mutuel wagering. The legislation authorizes Indian tribes to engage in certain Class III gaining activities, provides for certain geographic exclusivity, limits the number of gaming machines at existing racetracks , and prohibits non-tribal operation of certain machines 
	1

	The State-Tribal Gaming Act authorizes no more than three (3) existing horse racetracks to operate no more than 750 machines. 
	2
	and coveregames. As consideration for these concessions made by the State in enacting this law, the Tnbe ees to paannally to the State four (4)% of the first $10 million, five (5)% of the next $10 mtlho, and SIX ()1/o of any subsequent amount of adjusted gross revenues received 
	Ł 
	ŁŁ
	Ł 
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł

	_
	by the Tnbe from Its electromc amusement games, electronic bonanza-style bingo games and electronic instant bingo games, as well as a monthly ten (10)% payment of net win froŁ the "common pool(s) or pot(s) " of the non-house-banked card games. 
	Te Department has approved moe than 200 Tribal-State compacts. Any compact providing for tnaayments other than for direct expenses to defray the costs of regulating the gamingactlv1t1es under the compact has been carefully scrutinized. This is because the IGRA does not authorize staes to impose a tax, fee, charge, or other assessment on Indian tribes to engage in class III gammg. See 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(4). This section provides that "nothing in this section 
	?
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł 
	p
	!

	hall be interpreted as conferring upon a state or any of its political subdivisions authority to 
	Ł

	.
	Impose any tax, fee, charge or other assessment upon an Indian tribe ... to engage in a class III gaming activity." 
	To enforce this statutory prohibition, the Department must determine whether a revenue-sharingprovision is permissible under the IGRA. Thus, we have examined whether, in exchange for the payment, a state offers significant or meaningful concessions over which it is not required to negotiate in good faith, resulting in substantial and quantifiable economic benefits to the Indian tribe. In addition, the payment to a state must be appropriate in light of the value of the economic benefits conferred on the trib
	Under the first prong of our analysis --significant or meaningful concessions -· we believe that the State has made such concessions. The State has authorized class III gaming for Indian tribes, provided for a zone of exclusivity, and limited non-tribal gaming. We also note that Part 11 also provides for a payment from the State to eligible tribes in the amount of fifty (50)% of any increase in a non-tribal entity's adjusted gross revenues following the addition of machines in excess of the statutory limit 
	Under the second prong of our analysis --substantial and quantifiable economic benefits --the Tribe has not provided the economic analysis that we requested, and thus, we are unable to determine whether the· State's concessions will, in fact, result in substantial and quantifiable economic benefits to the Tribe. Nevertheless, we have elected not to disapprove the compact, but let it go into effect by operation of law because many Oklahoma Indian tribes, including this Tribe, have argued that although econom
	The term "covered game" is defined in Part 3(5) of the Compact to include an electronic bonanza-style bingo game, an electronic amusement game, an electronic instant bingo game, non-house-banked card games, and any other game under certain conditions. 
	2 
	Figure
	Scope of Gaming 
	Figure

	It is our view that class III gaming compacts can only regulate class III games, and cannot regulatlass II games unŁer the IGRA. We have asked the National Indian Gaming
	Ł Ł

	.
	Con11mss1on (NIGC) for its views on whether the games described in Part 3(5) of the Compact rmed us that in their iew, thelectronic bonanza-style bingo game, the electronic amusement game, the eiectronic mstant bmgo game, and the non-house banked card games referenced in Part 3(5) are all class III games. However, the Compact contemplates the inclusion of class II games in the last clause of Part 3(5) which auhorizes "upon election by the Tribe by written supplement to this Compact, any Class II game m use 
	are all class III games. The NIGC's Office of General Counsel has info
	Ł
	Ł 
	:

	Part 3(5) provides that the definition of "covered game" includes "any other game, if the operation of such game by a tribe would require a compact and if such game has been: (i) approved by the Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission for use by an organizational licensee, (ii) approved by state legislation for use by any person or entity, or (iii) approved by amendment of the State-Tribal Gaming Act. Although the Compact does not indicate whether the addition any other class III games under this provision would r
	the inclusion of additional class III games is a substantial modification of the te

	Compact Te
	Compact Te
	rmination 

	Part 15D of the Compact provides, inter alia, for termination by the State in the event of a rms of a tobacco compact. 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3), however, restricts the proper topics for compact negotiations to those that bear a direct relationship to the operation of gaming activities. Moreover, the legislative history of the IGRA makes clear that Congress intended to prevent compacts from being used as subterfuge for imposing state jurisdiction on tribes concerning issues unrelated to gaming. See . 100446, a
	material breach by the Tribe of the te
	S.REP.NO
	-
	dete
	Part 15D is an inappropriate te
	other compacts that we have affi

	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure
	Since we did not approve or disapprove the Compact within 45 days, the Compact is considered to have been approved, but only to the extent the compact is consistent with the provisions of [IGRA]. The Compact takes effect when notice is published in the pursuant to Section l l(d)(3)(B) of the IGRA, 25 U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3)(B). 
	Federal Register

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary Policy and Economic Development 
	-

	Identical Letter Addressed to: Honorable Brad Henry Governor, State of Oklahoma 
	Figure
	Figure
	4 
	Between the [Name of Tribe] and the STATE OF OKLAHOMJI. 
	This Compact is Łade and entered into by and between the [Namecf Tribe], a federally recognized Indian tribe ("tribe"), and the State of Oklahoma ("state"), with respect to the operation of covered games (as defined herein) on Łhe tribe's IŁdian lands as defined by the Indian Gamir.g Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C., Section 2703(4). 
	Part 1. TITLE 
	This document shall be referred to as the "[Name of Tribe) and State of Oklahoma Gaming Compact". 
	Part 2. RECITALS 
	l.eThe tribe is a federally recognized tribal governmentpossessing sovereign powers and rights of self-government. 
	2.The State of Oklahoma is a state of the United States ofeA.merica possessing the sovereign powers and rights of a state. 
	3.The state and the tribe maintain a government-to-government relationship, and this Compact will help to foster mutual respectand understanding among Indians and non-Indians. 
	4.e
	4.e
	4.e
	The United States Supreme Court has long recognized theeright of an Indian tribe to regulate activity on lands within its jurisdiction. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The tribe desires to offer the play of covered games, asedefined in paragraphs 5, 10, 11 and 12 of Part 3 of this Compact, as a means of generating revenues for purposes authorized by tŁe Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 u.s.c., Section 2701, et seq., including without limitation the support of tribal governmental programs, such as health care, housing, sewer and water projects, police, corrections, fire, judicial services, highway and bridgeconstruction, general assistance for tribal elders, day care for t

	6.e
	6.e
	The state recognizes that the positive effects of thiseCompact will extend beyond the tribe's lands to the tribe's neighbors and surrounding communities and will generally benefit all of Oklahoma. These positive effects and benefits may include not only those described in paragraph 5 of this Part, but also mayinclude increased tourism and related economic developmentactivities. 

	7.e
	7.e
	The tribe and the state jointly wish to protect theirecitizens from any criŁinal involvement in the gaming operations regulated under this Compact. 


	Part 3. DEFINITIONS 
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	Figure
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	"Adjusted gross revenues" mŁans the total receipts receivedthe play of all covered games minus all prize payouts; 
	from 


	2.e"Annual oversight assessment" means the assessment describede

	3.e
	3.e
	"Central computer" means a computer to which playerterminals are linked to allow competition in electronic bonanzastyle bingo games; 

	4.e
	4.e
	"Compact" means this Tribal Gaming Compact between the stateeand the tribe, entered into pursuant to Sections 21 and 22 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

	5.e
	5.e
	"Covered game" means the following games conducted ineaccordance with the standards, as applicable, set forth in Sections 11 through 18 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act: an electronic bonanza-style bingo game, an electronic amusement game, an electronic instant bingo game, nonhouse-banked card games; any other game, if the operation of such game by a tribe would require a compact and if such game has been: (i) approved by the Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission for use by an organizational licensee, (ii)approved


	(iii)eapproved by amendment of the State-Tribal Gaming Act; ·ana ape' eieet:ieR by tbe tribe .by wri.taeeft sttppl:e..aenb te this eompaet, Łe
	Figure

	·-Qlaea iI Łame in use b1r t:.he tribe, pr01d.elea l:iee no meelttei.nit;ca.f' •Łe
	p' A
	pa;rmeRee shall be reqtlireŁ for tbe Glass II game
	oper;&a.QR 
	efi-su.ch 


	6.e
	6.e
	6.e
	"Covered game employee" means any individual employed by theeenterprise or a third party providing management services to the enterprise, whose responsibilities include the rendering of services with respect to the operation, maint&nance or management of Łovered games. The term Łcovered game employee• includes, but is not limited to, the following: managers and assistant managers;accounting personnel; surveillance and security personnel; cashiers, supervisors, and floor personnel; cage personnel; and any ot

	7.e
	7.e
	"Documents" means books, records, electronic, magnetic andecomputer media documents and other writings and materials, copiesthereof, and information contained therein; 

	8.e
	8.e
	"Effective date" means the date on which the last of theeconditions set forth in subsection A of Part 15 of this Compact have been met; 
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	·
	-

	9. ":electronic accolL.,tir:g system" means an electronic sys::em that providesaa secureameans toareceive, score and access data and recordacritical functions andaactivities, as sec forth in theaStace
	Łribal Gaming Act; 
	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	•Electronic amusement game" means a gameathat is played in an electronic environment in which a player's performance and opportunity for success can be improved by skill that cor:forms to the standards set forth in the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act; 

	11.a
	11.a
	"Electronic bonanza-style bingoagame" means a game played in an electronic environment inawhich someaor all of theanumbers or symbols are drawn oraelectronically determined before the electronic bingoacardsafor that gameaareasold thataconforms to the standards set Eorth inathe State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

	12. 
	12. 
	"Electronic instant bingoagame" means a game played in an electronic environment inawhich a player wins if hisaoraher electronic instant bingo cardacontains a combination ofanumbers or symbols that was designated inaadvance of the game as a winning corrŁination. There may be multiple winning combinations in each gameaandamultiple winning cards that conform toatheastandardsasetafortt in the State-Tribal Gaming Act; 

	13. 
	13. 
	"Enterprise" means the tribe or the tribal agency or section of tribal management with direct responsibilityafor the conduct ofacoveredagames, the tribal business enterprise that conduces covered games,aoraa person, corporationaoraother entity that has entered into a management contract with the tribe to conductacovered games, in accordance withaIGRA. The names, addresses andaidentifying information of any covered game employees shall be forwarded to the SCA at leastaannually. Inaany event, the tribe shall 

	14. 
	14. 
	"Facility"ameans any buildingaofathe tribe in which the covered games authorized by chis Compact are conducted by theaenterprise, located onaIndian lands as defined by IGRA. The tribe shall have theaultimate responsibility for ensuring that a facility conformsatoathe Compact as required herein; 

	15. 
	15. 
	"Game play credits" means a method ofarepresenting valueaobtained from the exchange ofacash or cash equivalents, or earnedaas a prize, in connection with electronic gaming. Gameaplayacredits :r.ay be redeemed for cash or a cash equivalent; 

	16. 
	16. 
	"Player terminals" means electronic oraelectromechanical terminals housed in cabinets with input devices and video screens or electromechanical displays on which players play electronicabonanzastyle bi�go games, electronic instant bingo games oraelectronic amusement games; 

	17.a
	17.a
	"Independentatesting laboratory" means a laboratory of national reputation that is demonstrably competent and qualified to scŁentifically testaand evaluate devices for compliance with this 
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	Compact and to otherwise perforŁ the fur.ctions assigned to it ::.r. th::.s Compact. An independer.t testing laboratory shall not be owned or controlled by the tribe, the enterprise, an o=ganizatio;iallicensee as defined in the State-Tribal Gaming Ace, che scace, or any manufactŁrer, supplier or operator of gaming devices. The selection of an independent testing laboratory for any purpose unde= this Compac:: shall be made :rom a list of one or more laboratories mutually agreed upon by the parties; provided 
	test::.ng 

	18.s
	18.s
	18.s
	"IGRA" means the Indian Gamir.g Regulato::y Ac::, Pub. L. 100497, Oct. 17, 1988, 102 Stat. 2467, codified at 25 u.s.c., Section 2701 et seq. and 18 U.S.C., Sections 1166 to 1168; 
	-


	19.s
	19.s
	"Nonhouse-banked ca=d games" means any card game ::.n whichsthe tribe has no interest in the outcome of the game, including games played in tournament formats and games in which the tribe collects a fee from the player :or participating, and all bets are placed in a common pool or pot :rom which all player winnings,prizes and direct cos:s are paid. As provided herein, administrative fees may be charged by the tribe against any common pool in an amount equal to any fee paid the state; provided that the tribe

	20.s
	20.s
	"Patron" means any person who is on the premises of asgaming facility, for the purpose of playing covered games authorized by this Compact; 

	21.s
	21.s
	"Principal" means, with respect to any entity, its solesproprietor or any par::ner, trustee, beneficiary or shareholder holding five percent (5%) or more of its beneficial or controllir.gownership, either directly or indirŁtly, or any officer, di.rector, principal management employee, or key employee thereof; 

	22.s
	22.s
	"Rules and regulations" means the rules and regulationspromulgated by the Tribal Compliance Agency for implementation of th:.s Compact; 

	23. 
	23. 
	"Standards" means the descriptions and specifications ofselectronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-style bingo games and electron::.c instant bingo games or components thereof as set forth in Sections 11 through 18 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act as enacted in 2004 or as amended pursuant to paragraph 27 of this Part or subsection D of Pare 13 of this Compacc, including technical specifications for component parts, requirements for cashless transaction systems, software tools for security and audi:: purp
	Figure



	"Stace" means t.he State of Oklahoma;s
	25.s"State Compliance Agency" ("SCA") means the state agencythat has the authority to carry out the scate's oversightresponsibilities under this Compact, which shall be the Office of State Finance or its successor agency. Nothing herein shalŁ 
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	supplant the =ole oreduties of the Oklahoma StateeBureau of :nvestigation under st:ate law. The Ok:.ahomae:1orse Racing Commission and the Oklahcma Tax Commission shall have no role ineregulating or oversight of any gaming conducted byea tribe; 
	26. "Tribal Compliance Agency" ( "TCA") means the tribal government:al agency that hasethe authority to carry out the tribe's regulatoryeand oversight responsibilities under this Compact.
	Unless and until otherwise designated byethe tribe, the TCA shall be the [Name of Tribe] Gaming Commission. No covered game employee Łaybe a member or employee of theeTCA. The tribeeshall have the ultimate responsibility for ensuring thatethe TCA fulfills its responsibilities under this Comoact. The members of the TCA shallebe subjecŁ to background investigations and licensed toethe extent requiredebyeanyetribaleor federalelaw, and in accordance with subsection B of Part 7 of this Compact. The tribe shallee
	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	"State-Tribal Gaming Act" means the legislation in whichethis Model Tribal Gaming Compact iseset forth and, at the tribe's option, amendments oresuccessorestatutes thereto; 

	28. 
	28. 
	"Tribalelaw enforcement agency" means a police or security force established and Łaintained by the tribe pursuant to theetribe's powers of self-government to carry outelaw enforcement duties at orein connection with a facility; and 


	29. "Tribe" mear.s the [Name of Nation] .e
	Part 4. AUTHORIZATION OF COVERED GAMES 
	A. The tribe and state agree tl::lat the tribe is authoriŁed toeoperate covered games only in accordance with this Compact.However, nothing in this Compact shall limit the tribe's right to operate any game that is Class II under IGRA and no Class II gamesshaŁl be subject to the exclusivity payments set forth in Part 11 of this Compact. In the case of electronic bonanza-style bingo games,there have been disagreements between·trlbes and federal regulators as to whether or not such games are Class II. Without 
	B. A tribe shall not operate an electronic bonanza-style bingoegame, an electronic instant bingo game or an electronic amusement game pursŁant to this Compact until such game has been certified by an independent testing laboratory and the TCA as meeting the 
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	standards sec out in the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act =or electronic bonanza-style bingo games, electronic instant bingo games or elec:rcnic amusement games, as applicable or any standards contained in the Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission rules issued pursuant co subsection B of Section 9 the Stace-Tribal Gaming Act that modifythe standards for such games that may be conducted by organizational:icensees. Provided, the :ribe may rely on any certification of an electronic bonanza-style bingo game, an electronic in
	compliar.ce 

	Part 5. RULES AND REG;JLATIONS; MINIMUM RSQUIREMENTS ?OR 
	OPERATIONS 
	A.aRegulations. At all times during the Term of this Compact,che tribe shall be responsible for all duties which are cc it, the enterprise, the facility, and the TCA under this Compact. The tribe shall promulgate any rules and regulations necessary to implement this Compact, which at a minimum shall expressly include or incorporate by reference all provisions of Part 5 and the procedural requirements of ?art 6 of this Compact. Nothing in this Compact shall be construed :o affect the tribe's right to amend i
	assigr.ed 

	Figure
	B. Compliance; Internal Control Standards. All enterprises andafacilities shall comply with, and all covered games approved under :he procedures set forth ir. chis Compact shall be operated in accordance with :he requirements set forth iŁ this CoŁpact,including, but not limited co, :hose set forth in subsections C and D of this Part. In addition, all enterprises and facilities shall comply with tribal internal control standards that provide a level of control that equals or exceeds those set forth in the Na
	c. Records. In additior. to other records required to beamaintained herein, the enterprise or tribe shall maintain the following records related to implementation of this Compact in permanent form and as written or entered, whether manually or by computer, and which shall be maintained by the enterprise and made available for inspection by che SCA for no less than =hree (3) yearsfrom the dace generated: 
	1. A log recording all surveillance activities in theamonitoring room of the facility, including, but not limited to, surveillance records kept in the normal course of enterprise 
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	operations and in accordance with industry standards; provided,non.-ichscanding anything co the contrary herein, surveillance records rr.ay, ac the discretion of the enterprise, be destroyed if no ir.cident has been reported within one (1) year following the dace such records were rr.ade. Reco=ds, as used in chis Compact, shall :nclude video capes and any other storage media; 
	2. Payout from the conduce of all covered games;e
	3.e
	3.e
	3.e
	Maintenance logs for all covered games gaming equipment usedeby the enterprise; 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Security logs as kept in the normal course of conducting andemaintaining security at the facility, which at a minimum shall confo=m to industry prŁctices for such reports. The security logs shall docuŁenc any unusual or nonstandard activities, occurrences or events at or related co the facility or in connection with the enterprise. Each incident, without regard to materiality, shall be assigned a sequential number for each such report. At a minimum, the security logs shall consist of the following informati

	a.e
	a.e
	a.e
	the assigned number of the incident,e

	b.e
	b.e
	the date of the incident,e

	c.e
	c.e
	the time of the incident,e

	d.e
	d.e
	the location of the incident,e

	e. 
	e. 
	the :1ature of the incident,e

	f.e
	f.e
	the identity, including identification information, ofeany persons involved in the incident and any knownewitnesses to the incident, ande

	g.e
	g.e
	the tribal compliance officer making the report andeany other persons contributing to its preparation;e



	5.e
	5.e
	Books and records on all covered game activities of theeenterprise shall be maintained in acco1dance with generally acceptedaccounting principles (GAAP); and 


	6.eAll documents generated in accordance with this Compact.e
	D. Use of Net Revenues. Net revenues that the tribe receivesefrom covered garr.es are ::o be used for any one or more of those purposes permitted under IGRA: 
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	To fund tribal government operations or programs;e

	2.e
	2.e
	To provide for the general welfare of the tribe and itse


	members; 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	To promote tribal economic development;e


	4.e
	4.e
	To donate to charitable organizations; ore
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	5.eTo help :und opera:ions of local gcvernment age:icies.e
	e.e1.eThee:ribe'serules and regulations shall require theeenterprise at a minimum to bar persons based on their prior coŁduct at the facili:y or whc, because ofetheir criminal history oreassociation withecriminal offe:iders, pose a threatetoethe integrity of the conduct of covered games. 
	2. The TCA shall estabŁisŁ a list of the persons barred frome
	theefacility. 
	3.e
	3.e
	3.e
	The enterprise shall employ its best efforts to excludeepersons on suchelist from entryeinto itsefacility; provided, neither persons who are barred but gain access toethe facili:y, nor anyother person, shall have anyeclaim agai:ist the state, the trŁoe oretheeenterprise oreany other person for failing to enforce such bar. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Patrons who believe they may be playing covered games on a compulsive basis may request that their names be placed on tŁe list. All covered gameeemployees shall receive training on identifyingplayers who have a problem withecompulsive playing andeshall be instructed to ask them to leave.eSigns andeother materials shall be readilyeavailableetoedirect such compulsive players :oeagencies where they may receive counseling. 


	F. Audits. 1.eConsistent with 25 C.F.R., Section 571.12,eAuditeStandards, the TCA shall ensure that an annual independent financial audit ofethe enterprise's conduct ofecovered games subject to :his Compact is secured. The audit shall, atea minimum, examine revenueseandeexpenses inecon:iection with the conduct of covered gameseineaccordance with generally accepted auditing standards and shall include, butenot beelimited to, those matters necessary toeverify theedetermination ofeadjusted gross revenues and t
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The auditor selected byethe TCA shall be a firmeof known and demonstrable experience, expertise and stature in conducting audits of this kind and scope. 

	3. 
	3. 
	The audit shall be concluded withinefive (5) monthsefollowing the close of each calendar year, provided that exŁensions xay be requested by the tribe and shall not be refused by the state where the circumstances justifying the extension request are beyondthe tribe's control. 

	4.e
	4.e
	The audit of the conduct of covered games may be conductedeas part of or in conjunction with the audit of ::l:e , but if so conducted shall Łe separately stated for the reporting purposes required herein. 
	enterpr:.se


	5. 
	5. 
	The audit shall conform to generally accepted auditingestandards. As 9art of the audit report, the auditor shall cer:ify to the TCA tŁa::, in the course of the audit, the auditor discovered 


	r.o matters within the scope ofet.he audit which were dete!'mined or believed to be in violation of any provision of this Compact. 
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	6.e
	6.e
	6.e
	The encerprise stall assume all costs in connectioc wi:h cheeaudic. 

	7.e
	7.e
	The audit report for the conduct of covered games shall beesub;nitced to the SCA within thirty (30) days of completion. The auditor's work papers concerning covered games shall be made available to che SCA upon requesc. 

	8.e
	8.e
	Representatives of the SCA may, upon request, meet with :heeauditors to discuss the worŁ papers, the audit or any matters in connection therewith; provided, such discussions are limited to covered ga;nes information and pursue legitimate state covered gamesinterests. 


	G.eRules for Play of and Prizes for Covered Games. Summarieseof the rules for playing covered games and winning prizes shall be visibly displayed in the facility. Complete secs of rules shall be available in pamphlet form in the facility. 
	H. Supervisory Line of Authority. The enterprise shall providethe TCA and SCA with a chart of the supervisory lines of authority with respecc to those direccly responsible for the conduct of covered games, and shall promptly notify those agencies of any naterial changes chereto. 
	I.eSale of Alcoholic Beverages. The sale and service ofealcoholic beverages in a facility shall be in compliance with state, federal and tribal law in regard to the licensing and sale of such beverages. 
	J.eAge Restrictions. No person who would not be eligible to beea patron of a pari-mutuel system of wagering pursuant to the previsions of subsection B of Section 208.4 of Title 3A of the Oklahoma Statutes shall be admitted into any area in a facilitywhere covered games are played, norj?e permitted to operate, or obtain a prize from or in connection with the operation of, any covered game, directly or indirectly. 
	K. Destruc:ion of Documents. Enterprise books, records andeother materials documenting the conduct of covered games shall be destroyed only in accordance with ruleŁ and regulations adopted by the TCA, which at a minimum shall provide as follows: 
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	Material that might be utilized in connection with aepotential tort claim pursuant to Part 6 of this Compact, including,but not limited to, incident reports, surveillance records, statements, and the like, shall be maintained at least one (1) yearbeyond the time which a claim can be made under Part 6 of this Compact or, if a tort claim is made, beyond the final disposition of such claim; 

	2.e
	2.e
	Material that ;night be utilized in coIL"lection with a prizeclaim, including but not limited to incident reports, surveillance records, statements, and :he like, shall be maintained at lease one hundred eighty (180) days beyond the time which a claim can be made under Part 6 of this Compact or, if a prize claim is made, beyond the final disposition of such claim; and 
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	3. Notwithstanding anything herein co the contrary, all enterprise books and records wi:h resoect toatr.e conduct o=acovered games or the operation of the enterprŁse, including, bŁtanot limited to, all interim andafinal financial and audit reoorts and materials related thereto whichahaveabeen generated in tr.e-ordinary course ofabusiness, shall beamaintained for the minimumaperiod of :hree (3) years. 
	L. Location. The tribe may establish and operate enterprisesandafacilities that operate covered gaŁes only on its Indian lands as defined by IGRA. The tribe shall notify theaSCA of the operation of any new facility following the effective date of this Compact. Kothing herein shall be construed as expanding or otherwiseaaltering the tern "Indian lands", as that termais definedain :he IGRA, nor shallaanything r.erein beaconstrŁed as altering the federal process governing the tribal acquisition of "Indian land
	M. Recordsaof Covered Games. The TCA shall keep a record of, and shall report at least quarterly to the SCA, the number of covered games in each facility, by the name or typeaof each and its identifying number. 
	PART 6. TORT CLAIMS; PRIZE CLAIŁS; LIMITED CONSENT ŁOaSUIT 
	A. Tort Claims.aThe enterprise shall ensure thatapatrons ofaa =acility areaafforded due process in seekingaand receiving justaand reasonable compensation =oraa tort claimafor personal injury oraproperty damage against the enterprise arising out of incidents occurring at a facility, hereinafter "tort claim", as follows: 
	1.aDuring the term of thisaCompact, the enterprise shall maintain public liability insurance for the express purposes of covering and satisfying tort claims. Theainsurance shall hŁve liability limitsaofanot less than TwoaHundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 
	($) foraany one person and Two Million Dollars 
	250,000.00

	($) for any one occurrence for personal injury, and One Million Dollars ($) for any oneaoccurrence for propertyda:nage, hereinafter thea"limitaofaliability", or the corresponding limits under the GovernmentalaTort Claims Act, whichever is greater. Noatortaclaim shallabe paid, or be the subject of any award,ain excess ofathe limit of liability; 
	2,000,000.00
	1,000,000.00

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Theatribe consents toasuit on a limited basis with respect to tort claims subject to the limitations set forth in this subsection and subsection C of thisaPart. No consents to suit with respect to tort claims, or as to any other claims againsc che tribe shall be deemed to have been made under this Compact, except asaprovided in subsections B and c of this Part; 

	3.a
	3.a
	The enterprise's insurance policy shallainclude an endorsement providing that the insurer may not invoke tribal sovereign immunity in connection with any claim made wichin t:he limitaof liability if the claim complies with the limited consent provisions o: subsection C ofathis Part. Copies of allasuchainsurance policies shall beaforwarded to the SCfl.; 

	4. 
	4. 
	Any patror: having a ton: claim shall file a written to:-teclaim notice by delivery to the enterprise or the TCA. The date the tort claim notice is filed with the enterprise or the TCA shall be deemed the official date of filing the tort claim notice. The tort claim notice shall be filed within one (1) year of the date of the event which allegedly caused the claiŁed loss. Failure to file the tort claiŁ notice during such period of time shall forever bar such tort claim; provided that a tort claim notice fil

	5.e
	5.e
	If :he tort claim notice is filed with the TCA, the TCAeshall forward a copy of the tort claim to the enterprise and the SCA within forty-eight (48) hours of filing, and if the tort claim notice is filed with the enterprise, the enterprise shall forward a copy of the tort claim to the TCA and the SCA within forty-eight
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	(48)ehours of filing;e
	6.e
	6.e
	6.e
	The tort claim notice shall state the date, time, place andecircumstances of theeincident uponewhich theetort claimeisebased, theeidentity of anyepersons knoŁn to have information regarding the incident,eincluding employees oreothers involved in or whoewitnessed the incident, the amounteof compensation and the basis for said relief; theename, address and telephone number of the claimant, and the name, address and telephone number of any representativeauthorized to act or settle the claim on behalf of the cl

	7. 
	7. 
	All tort claim notices shall be signed byetheeclaimant. The rules and regulations □ayeadditionally require that the tort claim notices beesignedeunder oath. Theerules anderegulations may also require that as a condition of prosecuting tort claims, the claimant shall appear toebe interviewed or deposed at least once under reasonableecircumstances, whicheshalleincludeethe attendance. of the claimant's legal counsel if requested; provided that the enterpriseshall afford claimant at least thirty (30)edays' writ

	8. 
	8. 
	The enterprise shall promptly review, investigate, and make a determination regarding theetort claim. Any portion of a tort claim which is unresolved shall be deemed denied if the enterprise fails to notify cheeclaimanc inewriting ofeitseapproval within ninety (90) dayseof theefiling date,eunless the parties by wricten agreement extend theedate by which a denialeshall be deemed issued if noeother action is taken. Each extension shallebe for no moreethaneninety (90) days, butethereeshall be no limiteoneche n
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	9.eA judicial proceeding for any cause arising frcm a toreeclain may be maintained in accordance with and subject to the limitations of subsection C of this Part only if the followingrequirements have been met: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	the claimant has followed all procedures required by this Pare, including, without limitation, the deŁiveryof a valid and timely written cor: claim notice to theeenterprise,e

	b.e
	b.e
	the enterprise has denied the tort claim, ande

	c.e
	c.e
	the claimant has filed the judicial proceeding noelater than the one-hundred-eightieth day after denialeof the claim by the enterprise; provided, that neitherethe claiman: nor the enterprise may agree to extendethe time to commence a judicial proceeding; ande


	10.eNotices explaining the procedure and time limitations with respect to making a tort claim shall be prominently posted in the facility. Such notices shall explain the metr.od and places for making a tort claim, that this procedure is the exclusive method of making a tort claim, and that claims that do not follow these procedures shall be forever barred. The enterprise shall make pamphlets containing the requirements in this subsection readilyavailable to all patrons of the facility and shall provide such
	B.ePrize Claims. The enterprise shall ensure that patrons of a facility are afforded due process in seeking and receiving jus: and reasonable compensation arising from a patron's dispute, in con..,ection with his or her play of any covered game, the amount of any prize which has been awarded, tl:!§ failure to be awardedŁ prize, or the right to receive a refund or other compensation, hereafter "prize claim", as follows: 
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	The tribe consents to suit on a limited basis with respectto prize claims against the enterprise only as set forth in subsection C of this Part; no consents tb suit with respect to prize claims, or as to any other claims against the tribe shall be deemed to have been made under this Compact, except as provided in subsections A and C of this Part; 

	2.e
	2.e
	The maximum amount of any prize claim shall be the amount of the prize which the claimant establishes he or she was entitled to be awarded, hereafter "prize limit"; 


	3.Any patron having a prize claim shall file a written prize claim notice by delivery to the enterprise or the TCA. The date the prize claim is filed with the enterprise or the TCA shall be deemed the official date of filing the prize claim notice. The prize claim notice shall be filed within ten (10) days of the event which is =he basis of the claim. Failure to file the prize claim notice dŁriŁg such period of time shall forever bar such prize claim; 
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	4.eIf the prize claim notice is filed with the TCA, the TCAeshall forward a copy of the prize claim to the enterp=ise and the SCA within forty-eight (48) hours of its filing; and :.f the prizeclaim notice is filed with the enterprise, the enterprise shall forward a copy of the tort claim to the TCA and the SCA within 
	forty-eight (48) hours of filir.g;
	I' 
	5.eThe written prize claim notice shall state the date, time,eplace and circumstances of the incident upoŁ which the prize claiŁ is based, the identi::y of any persons known to have information regaroing the incident, including employees or others involved in or who witnessed the incident, the amount demanded and the basis for said amount, the name, address and telephone number of the claimant, and the name, address and telephone number of any representativeauthorized to act or settle the claim on behalf of
	6.eAll notices of prize claims shall be signed by the claimant.e
	The rules and regulations may additionally require that the p=izeclaim notices be signed under oath; 
	7.e
	7.e
	7.e
	The enterprise shall promptly review, investigate and make aedetermination regarding the prize claim. Claimants shall cooperatein providing information, including personal sworn statements and agreeing to be interviewed, as the enterprise shall reasonably request. The claimant is permitted to have counsel present during any such :.nterview; 

	8.e
	8.e
	If the prize claim is not resolved within seventy-two (72)hours from the time of filing the claim in accordance with paragraph5 of ::his subsection, the TCA shall immediately notify the SCA in writing that the claim has not been resolved; 

	9.e
	9.e
	In the event the claim is resolved, the TCA shall not beeobligated to report that fact to the SCA, but shall make TCA =eportsavailable for review; 

	10.e
	10.e
	Any portion of a prize claim which is unresolved shall beedeemed denied :.f the enterprise fails to notify the claimant in writir.g of its approval within thirty (30) days of the filing date, ur:Łess the parties agree by written agreement to extend the date. Each extension shall be for no more than·thirty (30) days, but there shall be no limit on ::he number of written agreements for extensions; provided, that no written agreements for extension shall be valid unless signed by the claimant and an authorized

	11.e
	11.e
	A judicial proceeding for any cause arising from a prizeclaim may be maintained in accordance with and subject to the limitations of subsection c of this Part only if the followingrequirements have been met: 


	a.ethe claimant has followed all procedures required byethis Part, including without limitation, the deliverye
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	of a valid and timely written prize clain notice to the enterprise, 
	b. 
	b. 
	b. 
	the enterprise Łas denied the prize claim, and 

	c.e
	c.e
	the claimant has filed the judicial proceeding Łoelacer than one hundred eighty (180) days after denialeof the claim by the enterprise; provided that neitherethe claimant nor the enterprise nay excer.d the time co commence a judicial proceeding; ande


	12.eNotices explaining the procedŁre and time limitations witherespect to making a prize claim shall be promiŁently posted in che facility. Such notices shall explain the metŁod and places for making claims, that this procedure is the exclusive method of makir.g a prize claim, and that claims chat do not follow :his procedŁreshal: be forever barred. The enterprise shall make pamphletscontaining the requirements in this subsection readily available :c all patrons of the facility and shall provide such pamphl
	C.eLimited Consent to Suit for Tort Claims and Prize Claims.e
	TŁe tribe consents to suit against the enterprise in a court of competent jurisdiction with respect co a tore claim or prize claim if all requirements of paragraph 9 of subsection A or all requirements of paragraph 11 of subsection B of this Pare have been met; provided chat such consent shall be subject to the followingadditional conditions and limitations: 
	1.eFor tort claims, consent to suit is granted only co theeextent such claim or any award or judgment rendered thereon does not exceed the limit of liability. Under no circumstances shall any consent to suit be effective as to any award which exceeds such applicable amounts. This consent sŁll only extend to the patronactually claiming to have been injured. A tort claim shall not be assignable. In che event any assignment of the core claim is tt".ade in violation of this Compact, or any person other than the
	(ii) an indispensable party, or (iii) a health provider or other party subrogated to the claimant's rights by virtue of any insurance policy; provided, :hat nothing herein is intended to, or shall constitute a consent to suit against the enterprise as to such party except to the extent such parŁy•s claim is: 
	a.ein lieu of and identical to the claim that would haveebeen made by the claimant directly but for theeappoiŁtment of said representative or indispensableeparty, and participation of sueŁ other party is inelieu of and not in addition to pursuit of the claiŁ bythe patron, ande
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	b.athe claim of such other party  would have been subject to a consent to suit hereunder if ic had been nade by the claimant directly; and 
	For prize claims, consenc is granted only to the extent suer.a
	2.
	claim does not exceed the prize limit. Under no circumstances shall any award exceed the prize limit. This consent shall only extend to the patron actually claiming to have engaged in the play of a covered game on which the claim is based. Prize claims shal: not be assignable. In the event any assignment of the prize claim is made, or any person ocher than the claimant entitled to make the claim becomes a party to any action hereunder, this consent shall be deemed revoked for all purposes. Notwithstanding t
	is: 
	a.a
	a.a
	a.a
	in lieu of and identical to the claim that would haveabeen made by the claimant directly but for theaappointment of said representative or indispensableaparty, and participation of such other party is inalieu of and not in addition to pursuit of the claim bythe patron, anda

	b.a
	b.a
	the claim of such other party would have been subjectato a consent to suit hereunder if it had been made bythe claimant directly.a


	D.a
	D.a
	D.a
	D.a
	Remedies in the Event of No or Inadequate Insurance for TortaClaim. In the event a tort claim is made and there is no, or inadequate, insurance in effect as required under this Compact, the enterprise sha_l be deemed to be in_jefault hereunder unlesŁ, within ten (10) days of a demand by the SCA or a claimant to do so, the enterprise has posted in an irrevocable escrow account at a state or federalŁy chartered bank which is not owned or controlled by the tribe, sufficient cash, a bond or other security suffi

	1.aThe posting of the cash or bond;a

	2.a
	2.a
	The means by which the deposit can be independently verifiedaas to the amount and the fact that it is irrevocable until the matter is finally resoived; 

	3.a
	3.a
	TŁe rigŁt of the claimant to have this claim satisfied fromathe deposit if the claimant is successful on the claim; and 

	4.a
	4.a
	The notice and hearing opportunities in accordance with thea:ribe's tort law, if any, otherwise in accordance with principles of due process, which will be afforded to the claimant so that the inteŁt of this Compact to provide claimants with a meaningful 


	opportunity co seek a just :-emedy under fair conditions ·,;ill be 
	fu:filled. 
	Part 7. ENFORCEMENT OF COMPACT PROVISIONS 
	A.aThe tribe and TCA shall be resoonsible :or regulatingaactiviŁies pursuant to this Compact. As part of its responsibilities, the tribe shall require the enterprise do the following: 
	1.a
	1.a
	1.a
	Operate the conduct of covered games in compliance with thisaCompact, including, qut not liŁited to, the standards and the tribe's rules and regulations; 

	2.a
	2.a
	Take reasonable measures to assure the physical safety ofaente:-prise patrons and personnel, prevent illegal activity at the facility, and protect any rights of patrons under the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C., Sec. 1302-1303; 


	3.aPromptly notify appropriate law enforcement authorities ofaI, persons who may be involved in illegal acts in accordance with 
	11 applicable law; 
	11 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Assure thatathe const:-uction and maim:enance of the facility meets or exceedsafederal and tribal standards for comparablebi.:ildings; and 

	5. 
	5. 
	Prepare adequateaemergency access plans to ensure the health and safety of allacovered game patrons. Upon the finalization of eme::::gency access plans, the TCA oraenterprise shall fo:::-ward copies of such plans to the SCA. 


	B.aAll licenses forame"bers and employees of the 7CA shall be issuedaaccording to theasame standards andaterms applicable to facility employees. The TCA shall employ qualified compliance officers under theaauthority of the TCA.aTheacompliance officers shall be independent of theaenterprise, and shall be supervised and accountable only to the TCA. A TCA compliance o:ficer shall be available to the facility during allahours of operation uponreasonableanotice, and shall have immediate access to any and all are
	Figure

	Łndependently 
	Łndependently 
	Łndependently 
	discovers. 

	C.a
	C.a
	In order toadevelop and foster a positive aŁd effectivearelationship in theaenforcement of theaprovisions of this Compact,representatives of che TCA and theaSCAashall meet, Łotaless than on 


	ar: annual basis, to review past practices and examine methods to 
	improve thearegulatory scherr.e created by this Compact. The meetings 
	Figure
	Figure
	-
	shall take place at a location mutually agreed to by the TCA and the SCA. The SCA, prior to or during such meetings, shall disclose :o the TCA any cor.cerns, suspected activities, or pending matters reasonably believed to possibly constitute violations of this Compact by any person, organization or entity, if such disclosure wil 1 :10t compromise the interest sought to be protected. 
	Part 8. STATE MONITORING OF COMPACT 
	A.eThe SCA shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Compact,have the authority to mor.itor the conduct of covered games to ensi.:re that the covered games are conducted in compliance with the provisions of this Compact. In order to properly monitor the conduct of covered games, agents of the SCA shall have reasonable access to all areas of the facility related to the conduct of covered games as provided herein: 
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	Access to the facility by the SCA shall be during theefacility's normal operating hours only; provided that to the extent such Łnspections are limited to areas of the facility where the public is normally permitted, SCA agents may inspect the facilitywithout giving prior notice to the enterprise; 

	2. 
	2. 
	Any suspected or claimed violations of this Compact or ofelaw shall be directed in writing to the TCA; SCA agents shall nor. interfere with the Eunc:ioning of the enterprise; and 

	3.e
	3.e
	Before SCA agents enter any nonpublic area of the facility,they shall provide proper photographic identification to the TCA. SCA agents shall be accompanied in nonpublic areas of the facilityby a TCA agent. A one-hour notice by SC.Ł to the TCA may be required to assure that a TCA officer is available to accompany SCA agents at ail times. 


	B.eSubject to the provisions herein, agents of the SCA shallehave the right to review and copy documents of the enterpris-e related to its conduct of covered games. The review and copying of such documents shall be during normal business hours or hours otherwise at tribe's discretion. However, the SCA shall not be permitted to copy those portions of any documents of the enterpriserelated to its conduct of covered games that contain business or marketing strategies or other proprietary and confidential infor
	Łelease 
	Łelease 
	Łelease 
	by the state. 

	C.e
	C.e
	At the completion of any SCA inspection or investigation,the SCA shall forward a written report thereof to the TCA. The TCA shall be apprised on a timely basis of all pertinent,noncon=idential information regarding any violation of federal, stace, or tribal laws, the rules or regulations, or this Compact.


	Łothing herein prevents che SCA from contacting tribal or federal 
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	law enforcement authorities for suspected criminal wrongdoinginvolving tr.e TCA. TCA may interview SCA inspectors upon reasonable notice and examine work papers and SCA in the same fashion t::iat SCA inspectors may examine auditors' notes and make auditor inquiryunless providing such information to the TCA will compromise the interests sought to be protected. If the SCA determines that providing the information to the TCA will compromise the interests sought to be protected, then the SCA shall provide such 
	to the tribe in accordance with Part 13 of this Compact. 
	D.eNothing in this Compact shall be deemed to authorize theestate to regulate the tribe's government, including the TCA, or co interfere in any way with the tribe's selection of its governmentalofficers, including members of the TCA; provided, however, the SCA and the tribe, upon request of the tribe, shall jointly employ, at the tribe's expense, an independent firm to perform on behalf of the SCA the duties set forth in subsections A and B of this Part. 
	Part 9. JURISDICTION 
	This Compact shall not alter tribal, federal or state civil adjudicatory or criminal jurisdiction. 
	Part 10. LICENSING 
	A.e1. Except as provided in paragraph 4 of Part 3, no coverede
	game employee shall be employed at a facility or by an enterpriseunless such person is licensed in accordance with this Compact. In addition to the provisions of this Part which are applicable to the licensing of all covered game employees, the requirements of 25 C.F.R., Part 556, Background Investigations for Primary MaŁagementOfficials and Key Employees, and 25 C.P.R., Par: 558, GamingLicenses for Key Employees and Primary Management Officials, applyeto Key Employees and Primary Management Officials of th
	2.e
	2.e
	2.e
	All prospective covered game employees shall apply to theeTCA for a license. Licenses shall be issued for periods of no more than two (2) years, after which they may be rer.ewed only followir.g review and update of the information upon which the license was based; provided, the TCA may extend tRe period in which the license is valid for a reasonable time pending the outcome of anyinvestigation being conducted in connection with the renewal of such license. In the even: the SCA contends that any such extensi

	3.e
	3.e
	The application process shall require the TCA to obtainesufficient informat:on and identification from the applicant to permit a background investigation to determine if a license should be issued in accordance with th:s Part and the rules and =egulations. The TCA shall obtain information about a prospectivecovered game employee chat includes: 


	a. full name, including any aliases i:>y which applicant
	has ever been known,e
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	b.e
	b.e
	b.e
	socia: security number,e

	c.e
	c.e
	date and place of birth,e

	d.e
	d.e
	residential addresses for the past five (5) years,e

	e.e
	e.e
	employment history for the past five (5) years,e

	f.e
	f.e
	driver license number,e


	all licenses issued and disciplinary charges filed,e
	whether or not discipline was imposed, by any state ore
	tribal regulatory authority,e
	h.e
	h.e
	h.e
	all criminal arrests and proceedings, except for minoretraffic offenses, to which the applicant has been aeparty,e

	i.e
	i.e
	a set of fingerprints,e

	j. 
	j. 
	a current photograph,e

	k.e
	k.e
	military service history, ande


	1.eany other information the TCA determines is necessaryeto conduct a thorough background investigation.e
	4.e
	4.e
	4.e
	Upon obtaining the required initial information from aeprospective covered game employee, the TCA shall forward a copy of such information to the SCA, along with any determinations made wit:1 respect to the issuance or denial of a temporary or permanentlicense. The SCA may conduct its own background investigation of the applicant at SCA expense, shall notify the TCA of such investigation within a reasonable time from initiation of the investigation, and shall provide a written report to the TCA of the outco

	5.e
	5.e
	The TCA may issue a temporaryŁ-'lieense for a period not toeexceed ninety (90) days, and the enterprise may employ on a probationary basis, any prospective covered game employee who represents in writing that he or she meets the standards set forth in this Part, provided the TCA or enterprise is not in possession of information to the contrary. The temporary license shall expire at the end of the ninety-day period or upon issuance or denial of a permanent license, whichever event occurs first. Provided that


	Łts investigation or is waiting on information from others, and provided further that in the course of such temporary or extended temporary licensing period, no information has come to the attention of the TCA which, in the absence of countervailing information chen in the record, would otherwise require denial of license. A permanent license shall be issued or denied within a reasonable time 
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	following the completion of the appli.can::' s backgroundinvestigation. 
	6.eIn covered gaming the tribe shall not employ and shalletermir.a::e, and the ŁCA shall not license and shall revoke a license previously issued to, any covered game employee who: 
	a.e
	a.e
	a.e
	has been convicted of any felony or an offense relatedeto any covered games or otter gaming activity,e

	b. 
	b. 
	has knowingly and willfully provided zalse material,estatements or information on his or her employmentapplication, ore

	C. 
	C. 
	is a person whose prior activities, criminal record,eor reputation, habits, and associations pose a threateto the public interest or to the effective regulatŁonand control of the conduct of covered games, or createeor enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair, oreillegal practices, Łethods, and activities in theeconduct of covered games or the carrying on of theebusiness and financial arrangements incidentale


	thereto.e
	7.eThe SCA may object to ::he employment of any individŁal bythe enterprise based upon the criteria set forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of this Part. Such objection shall be in writingsetting forth the basis of the objection. The SCA inspector's work papers, notes and exhibits which formed the SCA conclusion shall be available upon reasonable notice for TCA review. The enterpriseshall have discretion to employ an individual over the objection of the SCA. 
	8.The TCA shall have the discretion to initiate or continue a background investigation of any licensee or license applicant and to take appropriate action with respect to the issuance or contir.ued validity of any license at any time, including suspending or revoking such license. 
	9.The TCA shall require all covered game employees to wear, in plain view, identification cards issuedby the TCA which include a photograph of the employee, his or her first name, a four-digit identification number unique to the license issued to the employee, a tribal seal or signature verifying official issuance of the card, and a date of expiration, which shall not extend beyond such employee's license expiration date. 
	B.e1. Any person or entity who, directly or indirectly,provides or is likely to provide at least Twenty-fŁve Thousand Dollars ($) in goods or services to the enterprise in anytwelve-month period, or who has received at least Twenty-fiveThousand Dollars ($) for goods or services provided to the enterprise in any consecutive twelve-month period within the immediately preceding twenty-four-Łonth period, or any person or entity who provides through sale, lease, rental or otherwise covered games, or parts, maint
	25,000.00
	25,000.00
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	licensed by the TCA prior to the provisior. thereof. Provided, tha: attorneys or certified public accountants and their :irms shall be exempt from the licer.sing requirement herein to the extent that :hey are providing services covered by their professional licenses. 
	2.e
	2.e
	2.e
	Background investigations and licensing shall follow :heesame process and apply the same criteria as for covered gameemployees sec forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of this Par:. 

	3. 
	3. 
	In the case of a license application of any entity, alleprincipals thereof shall be subjected to the same backgroundinvestigation required for the licensing of a covered game employee,but no license as such need be issued; provided, no license shall be issued to the entity if the TCA determines that one or more of its principals will be persons who would not be qualified to receive a license if they applied as covered game employees. 

	4.e
	4.e
	Nothing herein shall prohibit the TCA from processing andeissuing a license to a principal in his or her own name. 

	5.e
	5.e
	Licenses issued under this subsection shall be reviewed atelease every two (2) years for continuing compliance, and shall be proŁptly revoked if che licensee is determined to be in violation o: the standards set forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of this Pare. In connection with such a review, the TCA shall require the persor. or entity to update all information provided in the previousapplicacion. 

	6.e
	6.e
	The enterprise shall not enter into, or continue to makeepay:nents pursuant to, any contract or agreement for the provision o: goods or se:::-vices with any person or entity who does not meet :he requirements of this Part including, but not limited to, any person or entity whose application to the TCA for a license has been denied, or whose license has expired or been suspended or revoked. 


	7.Pursuant to 25 C.F.R., Part 533, all management contractsemust be approved by the Chair of the National Indian GamingCommission. The SCA shall be notified promptly after any such approval. 
	8.In addition to any licensing criteria set forth above, ifeany person or entity seeking licensing under this subsection is to receive any fee or other payment based on the revenues or profits of the enterprise, the TCA may take into account whether or not such fee or other payment is fair in light of market conditions and practices. 
	C. 1. Subject to the exceptions set forth in paragraph 4 of this subsection, any person or entity extending financing, directly or indirectly, to the facility or enterprise in excess of FiftyThousand Dollars ($) in any twelve-month period shall be licensed prior to providing such financing. Principals thereof shall be subjected to background investigations and determinations in accordance with the procedures and standards set forth in subsection A of this Part. Licenses issued under this section shall be re
	50,000.00
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	violation of the standards set forth in paragraph 6 of subsection A of :his Part. In connec:ion ·.-,ith suc:'1 a review, the TCA shall require tŁe person or entity to update all inforŁation provided in the previous application. 
	2.e
	2.e
	2.e
	The SCA shall be notified of all financing and loanetransactions with respect to covered games or supplies in which the amount exceeds Fifty Thousand Dollars ($) in any twelvemonth period, and shall be entitled to review copies of all agreements and documents in connection therewith. 
	50,000.00


	3.e
	3.e
	A supplier of goods or services who provides financingexclusively in connection with the sale or lease cf covered gamesequipment or supplies shall be licensed solely in accordance with licensing procedures applicable, if at all, to such suppliersherein. 

	4.e
	4.e
	Financing provided by a federally regulated or stateregulated bank, savings and loan, or trust, or ocher federally or state-regulated lending institution; any agency of the federal, state, tribal or local government; or any person or entity,incl�di�g, but not limited to, an institutional investor who, alone or i� conjunction with others, lends money thYough publicly or commercially traded bonds or other commercially traded instruments, including but not limited to the holders of such bonds or instYuments o


	($), shall be exempt from the licensing and backgroundinvestigation requirements iŁ subsection B of thŁs Part or this subsection. 
	100,000,000.00

	D.eIn the event the SCA objects to a lender, vendor or anyother person or entity within subsecŁion B or C of this Part_ seeking to do business with the enterprise, or to the continued holding of a license by such person or entity, it may notify the TCA of its objection. The notice shall set forth the basis of the objection with sufficient particularity to enable the TCA to investigate the basis of the objection. The SCA inspector and SCA inspector field notes shall be available Łor TCA reviei and inquiry. W
	Part 11. EXCLUSIVITY AND FEES 
	A.eThe parties acknowledge and recognize that this Compactprovides tribes with substantial exclusivity and, consistent with the goals of IGRA, special opportunities for tribal economic opportunity through gaming within the external boundaries of Oklahoma in respect to the covered games. In consideration thereof, so long as the state does not change its laws after the effective date o: this Compact to permit the operation of any additional form of gaming by any such licensee, or change its laws to permit any
	organizat:.on 
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	1.eTŁe :=ibe coveŁants and agrees :o pay to the state a feeederived from covered game revenues caŁculated as set forth Łn paragraph 2 of this subsection. Such fee shall be paid no lacer than the twentieth day of the month for revenues received by the tribe in the preceding month; and 
	2.eThe fee shall be:e
	a.efour percent (4%) of the first Ten Million Dollarse
	($1e,00,000.e0) of adjusted gross revenues receivedeby a tribe in a calendar year from the play ofeelectronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-stylebingo games and electronic instant bingo games,e
	0
	0 
	0

	b.efive percent (5%) of the next Ten Million Dollarse
	($1e,0) of adjusted gross revenues receivedeby a cribe in a calendar year from the play ofeelectronic amusement games, electronic bonanza-stylebingo games and electronic instant bingo games,e
	0
	0
	0,000.00

	c.e
	c.e
	c.e
	six percent (6%) of all subsequent adjusted grosserevenues received by a tribe in a calendar year fromeche play of electronic amusement games, electronicebonanza-style bingo games and electronic instant bingoegames, ande

	d.e
	d.e
	ten percent (10%) of the monthly net win of the commonepool(s) or pot(s) from which prizes are paid forenonhouse-banked card games. The tribe is enti:led toekeep an amount equal to state payments from the commonepool(s) or pot(s) as part of its cost of operating theegames.e


	Payments of such fees shall be made to the Treasurer of the Stace of Oklahoma. Nothing herein shall require the allocation.eof such fees to particular state purposes, including, but not limited to, the actual costs of performing the state's regulatoryresponsibilities hereunder. 
	B.Annual oversight assessment. In addition co the feeeprovided for in subsection A of this Part, the state shall be entitled to payment for its costs incurred in connection with the oversight of covered games to the extent provided herein, "annual oversight assessment". The annual oversight assessment, which shall be Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($), shall be determined and paid in advance on a fiscal year basis for each twelve (12)months ending on June 30 of each year. 
	35,000.0
	0

	C.eUpon the effective date of this Compact, the tribe shalledeposit with che SCA the sum of Fifty 'l'housand Dollars ($50,e.e0)
	000
	0

	( "scare-up assessment" l . The purpose of the start-up assessment shall be to assist che state in initiating its administrative and oversight responsibŁlitŁes hereunder and shall be a one-time payment to the state for such purposes. 
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	D. Nothing in this Compact shall be deemed :o authorize theestate to impose any tax, fee, charge or assessment upon the tribe or enterprise except as expressly authorized pursuant to this Compact;provided that, to the extent that the tribe is required under federal law to report prizes awarded, the tribe agrees to copy such reports to the SCA. 
	E. In considera:ion for the covenants and agreements herein, the state agrees that it will not, during che term of this Compact, permit the nontribal operation of any machines or devices to play covered games er electronic or mechanical gaŁir.g devices otherwise presently prohibited by law within the state in excess of the number and outside of the designated locations authorized by the State-Tribal Gaming Act. The state recognizes che importance of this provision to the tribe and agrees, in the event of a 
	contair.ed 

	F. In consideration for the covenants and agreements cŁntained herein, the tribe agrees that in the event it has currently or locates in the future a facility within a radius of twenty (20)
	Łiies from a recipient licensee as :hat term is defined in sui:lsection K of Section 4 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act :hat it shall comply with the requirements of subsection K of Section 4 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act. 
	Part 12. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
	In the event that either party to this Compact believes that the other party has failed to comply with any requirement of this Compact, or in the event of any dispute hereunder, includir.g, but not limited to, a dispute over the proper interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Compact, the following procedures maybe invoked: 
	1.eThe goal oE the parties shall be to resolve all disputesamicably and voluntarily whenever possible. A party assertingnoncompliance or seeking an interpretation of this Compact first shall serve written notice on the other party. The notice shall identify the specific Compact ?revision alleged to have been violated or in dispute and shall speci:y in detail the asserting 
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	party's contention and any factual basis for the claim. 
	Representatives of the tribe and state shall meet within thirty (30)days of receipt of notice in an e:fort to resolve the dispute; 
	2.eSubject to the limitation set forth in paragraph 3 of thisePart, either party may refer a dispute arising under this Compact to arbicracion under the rules of the American Arbitration Association 
	(AAA), subject co enforcement or pursuant to review as provided byparagraph 3 of this Part by a federal district court. The remedies available through arbitration are limited to enforcement of the provisions of this Compact. The parties consent to the jurisdictionof such arbitration forum and court for such limited purposes and no ocher, and each waives immunity with respecc thereto. One arbitrator shall be chosen by the parties from a list of qualifiedarbicracors co be provided by the AAA. If che parties c
	The expenses of arbitration shall be borne equally by the parties. 
	A party asserting noncompliance or seeking an interpretation of this Compact under this section shall be deemed to have certified that to the besc of the party's knowledge, information, and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the claim of noncompliance or the request for interpretation of this Compact is warranted and made in good faith and not for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or the needless incurring of the cost of resolving the dispute. If the dispute is found
	3.eNotwithstanding any provision of law, either party to theeCompact may bring an action against the ocher in a federal district court for the de novo review of any arbitration award under paragraph 2 of this Part. The decision of the court shall bŁ subject to appeal. Each of the parties hereto waives immunity and consents to suit therein for such limited purposes, and agrees not to raise tie Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution or comparable defense to the validity of such waiver. 
	Nothing herein shall be construed to authorize a money judgmentother than for damages for failure to comply with an arbitration decision requiring the payment of monies. 
	Part 13. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPACT; FEDERAL APPROVAL 
	A. Each provision, section, and subsection of this Compactshal: stand separate and independent of every other provision,section, or subsection. In the event that a federal district court shall find any provision, section, or subsection of this Compact to be inva:id, the Łemaining provisions, sections, and subsections of this Compact shall remain in full force and effect, unless :he ir.validated provision, section or subsection is material. 
	B.eEach party hereto agrees to defend the validity of thiseCompact and the legislation in which it is embodied. This Compact 
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	shall conscituce a binding agreemer.: becween the parties and shal! survive any repeal or amendmenc of :he Stace-Tribal Gaming Act. 
	C.eThe parties shall cooperate in seeking approval of thiseCompact from an appropriate federal agency as a tribal-state compactunder the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. 
	D.eThe standards for elecŁronic bonanza-style bingo games,electronic instant bingo games and electronic amusenent games established in the State-Tribal Gaming Act as enac:ed in 2004, and, at the eleccion of the tribe, any standards contained in the Oklahoma Horseracing Commission rules issued pursuant to subsection B of Section 9 of the State-Tribal Gaming Act are herebyincorporated in this Compact and shall survive any repeal of the State-Tribal Gaming Act, or any games authorized thereunder. In the event 
	Part 14. NOTICES 
	All notices required under this Compact shal: be given bycertified mail, retŁrn receipt requested, commercial overnight courier service, or personal delivery, to the following persons: 
	Governor 
	Chair, State-Tribal Relations Committee 
	Attorney General 
	[Principal Chief, 8overnor or Chair) 
	[Name of Tribe] 
	[Address] 
	With copies to: 
	Part 15. DURATION AND NEGOTIATION 
	A.eThis Compact shall become effective upon the last date ofethe satisfaction of the following requirements: 
	1.e
	1.e
	1.e
	Due execution on behalf of the tribe, including obtainingall tribal resolutions and completing other tribal procedures as maybe necessary to render the tribe's execution effective; 

	2.e
	2.e
	Approval of this Compact by the Secretary of the Interior asea tribal-state compac: within the meaning of IGRA and publication in the Federal Register or satisfaction of any other requirerr.ent of federal law; and 
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	3.ePaynent of the start-up assessment provided for inesubsection C of Part 11 of this Compact. 
	B.eThis Compact shall have a term which will expire on January1, 2020, and ac that time, if organization licensees or others are authorized to conduct electronic gaming in any form other than parimutuel wagering on live horse racing pursuan= to any governmentalaction of the state or court order following the effective date of this Compact, the Compact shall automatically renew for successive additional fifteen-year terms; provided that, within one hundred eighty (180) days of the expiration of this Compact
	C.eThis Compact shall remain in full force and effect until theesooner of expiration of the term or until the Compact is terminated by mutual consent of the parties. 
	D.eThis Compact may be terminated by state upon thirty (30)days' prior written notice to the tribe in the event of either (1) a material breach by the tribe of the terms of a tobacco Compact with the state as evidenced by a final determination of material breach from the dispute resolution forum agreed upon therein, includingexhaustion of all available appellate remedies therefrom, or (2) the tribe's failure to comply with the provisions of Section 346 et seq.of Title 68 of the Oklahoma Statutes, provided t
	The state hereby agrees that this subsection is severable from chis Compact and shall automatically be severed from this Compact in the event that the United States DeŁrtment of the Interior determines that these provisions exceed the state's authority under IGRA. 
	Pare 16. AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE 
	This Compact, as an enactment of ·£1i.e•people of Oklahoma, is deemed approved by the State of Oklahoma. No further action by =he state or any state official is necessary for this Compact to cake effect upon approval by the Secretary of the Interior and publication in the Federal Register. The undersigned tribal of:icial(s) represents that he or she is duly authorized and has the authority to execute this Compact on behalf of tŁe tribe for whom he or she is signing. 
	APPROVED: 
	Date 
	[CEIEF EXECUTIVE 
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	SECTION 23. This act shall becoŁe effective upon approval bythe people. 
	SECTION 24. The Ballot Title for che proposed act shall be in the following form: 
	BALLOT TITLE 
	Legislative Referendum No. State Question No. __ 
	THE GIST OF THE PROPOSITION IS AS FOLLOWS: 
	This measure creates the State-Tribal Gaming Act. It would allow some types of gaming machines at some horse race tracks in this state. The Oklahona :!orse Racing Commission would oversee the new types of gaming machines. It would require that a portion of the money wagered on such gamiŁg be paid to the state. Some of the money would go to purses for horse races. Some of the money would go to the horse race tracks. The measure also provides a model compact which Indian tribes may enter into and then operate
	SHALL THIS ACT BE APPROVED BY THE PEOPLE? 
	YES, FOR THE ACTe
	0 

	NO, AGAINST THE ŁCT 
	0 

	SECTION 25. The President Pro Tempore of the Senate shall, imŁediately after the passage of this order for legislacŁvereferendum, prepare and file in accordance with Section 3 of Article V of the Oklahoma Constitution, one copy of this order for legislative referendum, set .:orth in ·.sections 2 chrougl: 24 of this act, including the Ballot Title set forth in SECTION 24, with the Secretary of State and one copy with the Attorney General. 
	SECTION 26. REPEALER Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 9, 
	10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 16, 19, 20 and 21 of Enrolled Senate 3ill Ło. 553 of the 2nd Session of the 49th Oklahoma Legislature, 
	are hereby repealed. 
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